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Introduction 
During the late 19* and early 20* centuries, Hindi literature was heavily 
influenced by realism. In an important way, the shift towards realistic 
writing was a result of the diffusion of print culture, and the growing 
influence of nationalist ideologies. Although Premchand was not the first 
realist writer in Hindi literature, but his realistic writing was indeed far 
more influential than any other Hindi writer of the period. Several 
scholars have noticed the influence of Dickens, Tolstoy, Chekhov and 
Marx on Premchand's writings. While this is indeed true, it should be 
borne in mind that his writings were still rooted in the Indian 
environment, and were marked by a strong sense of attachment to the 
Indian culture. The central concerns of his work were the oppression of 
the lower classes and women. Stories like Tdgah' painfully depict the 
woeful plight of children afflicted by poverty in our society. Along with 
the concern for the oppressed, his writings were heavily influenced by 
nationalist feeling; this is, for example, evident in his short story, soz-i 
watan, which had to be banned by the British Government. 
Premchand was bom on 31 July 1880 in the village Lamahi near 
Benares. He wrote fourteen novels, about 300 short stories, countless 
^ For his biography, see Amrit ray, Kalam ka &pahi,\{dtns Prakashan, Allahabad,2005. 
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letters, editorials, and essays, several plays and screens plays, and number 
of translations from English adaptation of European novels. He also had a 
busy career as editor and publisher. 
As the noted scholar of Hindi, Amrit Rai, puts it, Premchand "created the 
genre of the serious novel and the serious short story in two languages, 
Hindi and Urdu." His magnum opus is considered to be the novel, 
Godaan (now published in English as The Gift of a Cow in UNESCO's 
Asian Literature Series). Premchand chaired the first All-India conference 
of the Indian Progressive Writers' Association in April 1936 at Lucknow. 
The initiative for starting an All India forum for left leaning writers was 
taken by a group of Urdu-speaking intellectuals, headed by Sajjad Zaheer, 
who drew up a manifesto in 1935, while still studying in London, which 
urged the intellectuals to realise the necessity, "to bring the arts into the 
closest touch with the people" by focussing on "the problems of hunger 
and poverty, social backwardness and political subjugation". 
The work of Premchand, indeed, one of the pioneers in nationalist 
Hindi writings, and a tall figure in progressive writers movement, forms a 
fascinating theme for study. Interestingly, his writings are one of the most 
popular readings in Hindi, but owing to their extraordinary influence they 
have been translated by such distinguished scholars as Amrit Rai, Alok 
Ray, Orsini Francesca, Vasudha Dalmiya, etc. 
In an important study, Jagdesh Lai Dawar(1996) worked on the 
representation of popular culture in Premchand's writings. His work 
actually brings out the representation of popular culture in Premchand's 
writings, but, in an interesting observation, Dawar, also suggests that for 
Premchand, the site of the 'popular' was also the site of resistance. 
Drawing out the ambiguity in Premchand's position over the popular 
culture, Dawar points out that he saw the popular culture not only as an 
element of exploitation of lower class, but also a powerful source of their 
agency, Premchand could see the regulation of popular culture by the 
elite society, and it is here that he saw its exploitative potential. At the 
same time, he also noticed the spaces that it afforded to the lower classes 
to exercise their agency. 
Premchand's devotion towards the peasantry has been studied by 
Geetanjali Panday and Sudhir Chandra. Geetanjali Panday, in her article, 
'Premchand and Peasantry: Constant Radicalism', has studied the roots of 
Premchand's agrarian radicalism. She argues that Premchand saw the 
colonial agrarian society as marked by a 'primary contradiction' between 
the zamindar and the peasant. He therefore believes that the feudal order. 
marked by zamindari exploitation, was the source of peasant oppression. 
At the same time, GeetanjaH finds Premchand providing solution in 
divine retribution to the exploiter. She finds twofold depiction of the 
zamindar's and the peasant's social and personal performance and 
occasions of change of heart of the exploitative zamindars. 
Sudhir Chandra in his paper 'Premchand: A Historiographic View' has 
also studied Premchand's view on peasant society in a diachronic frame 
of reference. He points out that Premchand viewed zamindar-peasant 
contradiction as autonomous of colonial state. He believed, points out 
Chandra, that freedom fi-om colonial yoke would not alleviate the 
sufferings of the peasants in India. 
Michael Sprinkler wrote an article, 'Marxism and Nationalism: Ideology 
and Class struggle in Premchand's Godan', in which he highlights the 
influence of Marxism and Nationalism on Premchand's fiction. He also 
discusses elements of caste-class intersectionality in Premchand's 
writings, as well. 
While all these studies on Premchand's work highlight the complexities 
of his thought, and the radical influences over his work, they are all 
marked by one notable absence: gender. My work seeks to examine the 
representation of women and gender in Premchand's writings. While 
doing so, I also look at the connecting issues between gender, class and 
caste in his work. It is one of the main arguments of my study that caste-
class-gender intersectionality was the central paradigm that formed his 
work. 
The first chapter, 'gender in domestic domain', deals with gender 
relations in the domestic domain, and the kind of agency he provides to 
his woman characters in the domestic domains. Interestingly women in 
Premchand writing appropriate their domestic traditional work for their 
agency. 
My second chapter, 'Gender, Nation and Nationalist Politics in 
Premchand's writing', discusses gender-nation intersectionality, as this 
was the period when Indian national movement was a reckoning force, 
and rremchand was influenced by women's participation in the same. In 
Premchand's writings, women were not treated as a liability or passive 
citizen. Premchand's women can not only protect their honour but can 
fight bravely for their nation. The influence of Gandhi is also evident 
from his writings. His women characters are imbued with the Gandhian 
idealism and shakti. 
'Class, class conflict and colonial state' is the next chapter that deals with 
the portrayal of marginalised social groups in Premchand's writings. 
Premchand's concern for the lower classes is well-known, and I examine 
his treatment of marginlised social groups in this chapter. 
The last chapter, 'class and gender intersectionality' deals with the 
portrayal of the relationship between middle-class women and labouring 
class men, and between the middle class men and lower class women. It 
is interesting to see Premchand showing upper class women in love with 
lower class men. The sexuality of lower class women is an important 
problem posed in Premchand's work, and he repeatedly describes the 
violation of their body by the upper classes and the complicity of the 
state. 
CHAPTER-1 
Women and Gender in the Domestic Domain 
The nineteenth century 'reform' in order to deal with 'woman's question' 
had to foreground the reform of the domestic and the personal space. 
Notably these had come under increasing scrutiny of the British officials, 
the new dispensers of benefit and patronage whose opinion obviously was 
becoming increasingly crucial for the elite subjects. While concentrating 
mainly on the issues that had come under official attack and reforming 
homes on the modernist basis, the different reformists at the same time 
had been unanimous in preserving or at least desiring the 'Indianess' 
through their women and homes.' The ideal thereby created of Indian 
womanhood and Indian homes became pointer of Indian spirituality and 
high ethical life; this being emphasized all the more with rising 
nationalistic challenge to the west.^ 
With the women issues of reform withdrawing from the arena of public 
debate and legislation by the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, 
we find the subject of 'women' been thoroughly taken by literature, also 
' Partha Chaterjee, 'The Nationalist Resolution of The Women's Question', in Kumkum Sanghari and 
Sudesh Vaid (eds.), Recasting Women: Essays In Colonial History, Kali for women, New Delhi, 1989, 
pp. 233-53. 
^ Linda Racioppi and Katherine O' Sullivan, 'Engendering Nation and National Identity,' in Sita 
Ranchod-Nilsson and Marry Ann Tetreault, Women, State, and Nationalism, (ed.), Routledge, New 
York, 2000, pp. 30-33. 
with the agenda of portrayal of the ideal Indian womanhood and woman 
as torchbearer and custodian of culture, tradition and national/ 
communities' identity. The nation becoming the extended writ of the 
family and household, the discussion of the household became 
increasingly tied to the concept of nation.^ The revitalised home would 
bear the health of the nation and contribute to the renewed pride and in 
affirmation of cultural and national identity. A certain re-modelling of 
gender within the household was required to demonstrate the 'modem' as 
well as the 'Indian' of the Indian homes and thereby the Indian 
superiority. The emphasis on 'Indian' as an alternative to the colonialist 
west however also meant that the structure of the 'Indian family' need to 
be conserved in its essentials. 
The traditional hierarchical structure of the Indian family got 
complicatedly mixed up with ideas of egalitarianism and emancipated 
women of Indian homes. The progressive vision of the regenerated India 
imbued with the ideal of democratic relationships;, however, was not to 
disturb the structure of homes but to accommodate certain ideal within it, 
leading to 'new patriarchy'."^ The clash between the different value 
^ Valentine M. Moghadam, Gender and National Identity, Oxford University Press, Karaciii, 1994, p. 4. 
Judith E. Walsh, Domesticity In Colonial India: What Women Learn When Men Gave Them Advice? 
Rowqman &Littleefield publishers INC. UK, 2004, p.52. 
systems was marked with ambiguity and paradoxical articulations in the 
period. 
The literature of the period brings this out in diverse ways. Besides the 
conceptual exercise of crafting the 'ideal home' in the new settings, there 
had been certain developments on ground that went into building up of 
the ideal. For some section of women in this period there had been some 
advancement. Women had made certain progress in education, 
associational activities, in undertaking reform and had got involved in 
politics and began to have greater public participation with mass 
nationalist campaign.^ Though these might not have entailed real freedom 
for women on many accounts, the situation of patriarchy at home hardly 
relaxing its control over women; these at least became visible proofs for 
dynamism of the Indian women and of the altered gender relations. 
Premchand's writings obviously bear the influence of the different 
ideological and socio- political developments of his times.^ As his stories 
moved (1901-1936), we can see his affinity to certain aspects of current 
thought and developments reflected in his writings. With an obvious 
strong gender axis to the interpretation of the social- political 
phenomenon, these perhaps impinged upon his ideas and ideals of 
Geraldine Forbes, Women in Modem India, Cambridge University Press,pp. 126-156. 
For influence of Gandhi and Russian Revolution on Premchand, see in Michael Sprinkler, 'Marxism 
and Nationalism in Premchand's Godan', Social Text, No.23, Duke University Press ,Autumn-Winter, 
1989, p.63. 
domesticity as well. Undoubtedly, his egalitarian concerns, pro-poor and 
women sympathies had earned him the reputation of being one of leading 
progressive writers with tremendous impact on Hindi- Urdu literature. 
However one needs to see as to how far his vision of emancipation 
actually followed the contemporary line of thought and showed the same 
ambiguity about 'ideal' gender or whether he could take to more 
progressive or radical departures if any. The study seeks to look at 
Premchand's portrayal of women in domestic settings in order to gauge 
the extent of change suggested by him. One^ however, needs to keep in 
mind that a number of his writings tried to arouse the readers through a 
stark portrayal of the oppressive reality rather than eloquently advocating 
a direct action for change. ThesCjtherefore^simply represented a situation, 
while in other writings he clearly spells what he desirejto be changed. It 
would be interesting to notice his attitude and stance towards a range of 
different issues and as to what required greater urgency and agency. 
The agenda of reforming homes had largely meant from the early 
nineteenth century onwards up to the twentieth century, towards 
improving the conditions of women at home through targeting the more 
recognized social evils. The primacy given to these such as sati, purdah 
or child marriage though varied in time. However, the other dimensions 
in constituting home, especially the aspects of male dominance and 
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control had never been significant in reform. As the contemporary 
Hterature took up the theme, Premchand's writings too emphatically 
spoke of the issues that had been of prime concern in the period such as 
ban on widow marriages and child marriage. A number of his stories 
bring out the problems facing women in their domestic setting and their 
oppression arising out of mainly these practices. We thus find him quite 
progressive and at times radical in suggesting drastic measures to check 
it. 
Premchand's reforming zeal could be seen especially for the child and 
young widows. In many of his stories he had sought their rehabilitation 
through remarriage and many times suggests levirate marriages to the 
dead man's brother. Interestmgly in his stories about young widows we 
do not find Premchand advocating independent living for widows or 
widows' involvement in social- community work or any other activity 
other than domestic that might provide them a sense of higher purpose. ^ 
In some of the stories he would like the widows to be equipped to take 
the charge of the household, or of rearing children of the family, or some 
other engagement that would keep her fiiUy occupied so that they do not 
get 'lost to evil ways'. One could see the easy connection made here 
' Vir Bharat Talvar, 'Women's Journals in Hindi, 1910-20', Kumkum Sangari and Sudesh Vaid ed., 
Recasting Women, kali for women, 1999, pp. 220. 
* However, in another instance when he took position against dowry he appreciates the independence in 
women and makes the wife leave the husband on account of his greed for dowry. "Kussum", 
Rachnawali-\5, Jan Wani Prakashan Limited,1996, pp. 57-69. 
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between widowhood and propensity to get involved/ attracted towards 
prostitution, a point emphasized in the reform discourse for remarriage 
from the earlier times. The advocacy for widow marriages picked and 
geared up the social fears for 'depravation of morals' a line also taken by 
Premchand.^ In the story 'Prema '^ ° he is critical of the custom which 
expects widows to be busy with temple-visits in order to keep them 
distracted from threatening sexuality. Here the widow Prema, a child 
widow, in idleness and boredom ultimately falls in sexual relationship 
with the priest of the temple. Such arrangement therefore does not ensure 
chastity and purity in women, which perhaps according to him appears to 
be most important in women. 
In a different story about a widow's plight, he takes up the problem of old 
widows. In 'Beton Wali Widhwd'^^ a woman who was earlier the head of 
the family and used to control the family resources suddenly was faced 
with a loss of control over her sons, with the death of her husband. Her 
sons began to neglect her and cheated her of her 'streedhan\ She faced 
great hardships in the marriage of her daughter. She revolted and opposed 
her sons and sought to establish her control over property and was 
ultimately successfiil. In the story ^  thereby^ Premchand advocates 
' Compare the British and the Indian male reformers position on the issue of widow remarriage where 
the main argument was to address the problem of 'depravation of morals' in widows. Vir Bharat 
Talvar, op.cit, p. 217. 
'" Kamal Kishor Goyanka, ed. Premchand Vishwakosh, Delhi 1981, vol-l,pp. 144-45. 
" Rachnawali, ed. Ramvilas Sharma, Janvani Prakashan, Delhi, 1996, Vol.15, p. 87. 
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individual property rights for the women and abhors the idea of 
dependence of widow- mothers on the upkeep of sons. Through yet 
another story 'Panch Permeshwer '^^ he insists on restoration of property 
rights to women. In suggesting widow rehabilitation on such line he 
emphatically gives a very progressive view and provides strong agency to 
women. His stories clearly bring out with force the possibility of such 
social change while on the other hand for younger widows the issue 
becomes a little complicated one on account of the problems of 
'dangerous and threatening' sexuality and preservation of 'honour' in 
which case perhaps the solution rests mainly in marriage. In many cases 
of young widows,however,he provides a very pessimistic end to the story 
perhaps in order to highlight the social oppression and insensitivity, 
though he uses a strong language against double standards of sexual code 
for men and women and condemns the social ostracism of widows in 
clear terms. In Dhikkar (1925) widowed Mani has to live with her cruel 
aunt and uncle. They make her work like a slave. Embodiment of ill-
omen that a widow is, she is kept far off during auspicious occasions such 
as weddings. Shorn of all hope, she contemplates suicide. But Indemath, 
a friend of her cousin Gokul, dissuades her and proposes to her. The 
marital knot is tied secretly. But humiliated by being shouted at by her 
'^  Pachas Kahaniyan, Saraswati Press, 1976, p. 81. 
" See Vividh Prasang, Vol. 3, N.43, pp. 259-60. 
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uncle and aunty, Mani does end her life finally. The stories ending with 
the death of the widows might have been a strategy to evoke pathos for 
the dying widow. 
With the question of prostitute also gaining ground in the early 
twentieth century''*, Premchand examines this theme in his very first 
novel, Sevasadan^ (1918). Perhaps, it was the first Hindi novel to deal 
with the theme. The issue had been there with the political and municipal 
councils and was consistently taken up in public speeches and meetings 
on prostitution.'^ Sevasadan takes up a pertinent question as to how to 
deal with prostitution. He takes a sympathetic attitude towards prostitutes 
and considers them victims of the male oppressive desires. He considers 
the practice as polluting. He thereby supports the proposal of transporting 
prostitutes from their Kothas in the heart of the towns to the outskirts, 
where they could attract only fewer clients and would 'pollute' to a lesser 
degree. He also takes a conservative view that women would only get lost 
in the world if pushed out of homes to the extent that they might end up 
in brothels. 
''' A problematic one for the national movement but the progressive literature was readily taking it up. 
Radha Kumar, History of Doing, Kali for Women,1993, pp. 34-35, 
'^  Orsini Francesca, Hindi Public Sphere, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2002, pp. 293-294. 
The question of prostitution became a difficult one also for the nationalist movement to handle. 
Prostitution thereby had become a recurrent theme in literature that was taken up by the progressive 
literature, Radha Kumar, Op.cit. 
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However, in his later stories on prostitutes, he sympathetically presents 
the case for their rehabilitation through marriage and settlement in 'Do 
Kabrein^'. Premchand brings out the possibility of true love with a 
prostitute. However, the child borne out of the relationship faces social 
disrepute and rejection. Married to a progressive man, the father expected 
a decent life for her daughter but to no avail as the man too distrusted her 
when she met her maternal kin from the kotha and blamed her for social 
disapproval faced by the family. The story expects the society to be kind 
to the prostitutes who wanted to leave their profession and follow the 
wifely norms of chaste living. However, he brings out pessimistically the 
depiction of the social attitudes of the time. The pathos is built through 
the death of the girl who commits suicide in disgust. The point of 
emphasis was clearly the victimhood in prostitution and women turning 
into prostitute out of distress and coercion rather than by free-will, 
perhaps quite a prevailing view on prostitutes at the time. He again 
emphasizes the point in 'Bazare Husn '(1919).'^ The noteworthy lines are: 
""bahut sambhav tha ek pratishthit admi se nata rakhne ka abhiman uske 
jivan main ek naye yug ka arrambh karta Aap log bhuljate hain ki 
herek burai majburi se hoti hai." ^^ 
'^  Pachas Kahaniyan, p.307. 
'* Amrit Rai, Kalam KaSipahi, Hans Prakashak, Allahabad, 2005. pl87. 
' ' Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 314. 
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(It might be possible that the pride of having relation with a noble man 
might have created a new chapter in her life you people forget that 
people are forced by circumstances to do wrong things.) 
This remained his main line on prostitutes throughout. As we find him in 
another story, 'veshya'^^{\933) depicting sympathetically the pitiable 
condition of prostitutes and reiterating his point that -
"....A:o/ stree swecha se roop ka vyavsai nahi karti....agar main bharashta 
hun to wo kuch ham nahi jo yahan apna muh kala karne ate hain. „2\ 
(A woman did not become prostitute wishfully if I am sinful than 
those people who came here are also the same.) 
We, therefore, find him taking clear-cut position on the social issues 
considered as evils in the society. Much grounded to the realities of life of 
common folk in rural India, we find the depiction of the women's 
oppression very close to reality, but his approach to the issues and vision 
remained close to that of social reformers with some understanding of 
causes of women's subordination. There,however,appears faint advocacy 
for any drastic change. 
^^  Rachnawali, Janvani Prakashan, New.Delhil996, Vol. 15, p. 161. 
'^ Mansarover ,Allahabad ,1970, Vol-2,pp. 51-52. 
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With respect to what constitute oppressive gender relations at home, we 
do not find him very direct every time. He would only remark against it 
when it turns to be blatantly oppressive to women. Like in another story 
'kussunC, where he focuses the issue of dowry in marital relationship, he 
even desires women to come out of the oppressive relationship and 
should not mourn it. In the story, Kussum's^^ husband left her without 
giving reason and later when she came to know that her husband wanted 
dowry she replies: 
''Aise devta ka ruthe rehna hi achcha. Jo admi Una swarthy, Una dambhi, 
Una neech hai uske sath mera nirvah na hoga maine swatantra 
rehne ka nishchay kar liya hai. " 
(Such a husband beUer remaining angry.It is impossible to put up with 
such a greedy proud and lowly. It is better to remain alone.) 
Premchand appreciates this saying: 
" main nariyon main aisa hi atmabhiman dekhna chahta hun. " ^^ 
(I want to see such self-respect amongst the women.) 
22 Rachnawali,ihid, Vol.15, p. 57. 
^^Ibid. 
17 
In 'Paipuji'^^(in 1935), Premchand strongly criticises the custom in 
marriages of bride's father touching the feet of grooms' family members. 
He also attacks the inappropriate behaviour of barati (the groom's 
troupe). He objects to the social hierarchy between the groom's and the 
bride's family, the latter lower in rank and vulnerable to the fancies of 
groom's party. He says: 
"Jab samaj main auchitya gyan ka Una lope ho gaya hai or loge apne 
apman ko apna samman samajhte hai to fir kyon na striyon ki samaj main 
yah durdasha ho, kyon na we apne ko purushon ke panv kijuti samjhen, 
kyon na unke atmsamman ka sarvnash hoj'aye. " 
(When \ no sense of righteousness in the society, when the people 
taking their insult as their self-respect. Why the women should not be 
treated as equal to their sandals, why should not be the end of their self 
respect). 
However, Premchand at many places also appear quite keen to maintain 
the family hierarchy and would not desire the woman to break the mould 
of traditional expectations. The 19* century Victorian model of women as 
'Angel in the house' continues to guide the narrative. The public-private 
dichotomy remains strongly emphasized and woman as spiritually 
^^  Ibid, p. 386. 
^^Ibid., p. 389. 
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superior and perfect homemaker is portrayed in many of his stories. Like 
in 'Swarg ki Devi'^^ (in 1925), Leela is shown as diva who tries to save 
her family even if it is oppressive. Her husband is uneducated and her -in-
laws are domineering in nature. She meets a number of tragedies in life. 
Above all, her children die of cholera but she accepts her fate without 
complaining. Her husband under the bad influence of his friends takes to 
drinking. However^her response to his behaviour is not of resentment or 
complairls but is compassionate and reforming - a virtue desired in 
woman: 
''Agar inhen koi bimari ho jati to kya main inhen chod kar chali 
jati?kabhi nahi. Main tan man se inki seva sushrusha karti, ishwar se 
prarthna karti, devtaon ki mannotiyan karti. Mana inhen sharirik rog 
nahi hai, lekin mansic rog awashya hai. " 
(Had my husband contracted some disease was it possible for me to leave 
him, in that situation I would look after him, because he though not 
suffering physically he is the victim of mental disease.) 
She, in spite of her agony^ seeks to prevent her husband from going to 
other women by dressing up attractively, applies makeup, all to seek 
attention of a truant husband. 
Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 386. 
^' Ibid., p., 390. 
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Interestingly, in 'Godan'^^ where he slightly brings up the issue of 
domestic violence and perceptibly resents the violence in family as 
personal matter. He would make the wife curtly reply to the sympathies 
for her by saying that it was private matter between husband and wife. 
However, the wife would keep abusing the husband as long as he beat her. 
Many times marital relationship is portrayed as peculiar but stable in 
which violence of this kind do not lead to shattering of relationship. Later 
when friendly and romantic, the husband confesses that he could not have 
stopped his mother from abusing her and so he started beating her. All 
this said perhaps to comfort her. 
The exceptional feat in rejecting marriage is^however,recommended for a 
severe problem that affects sanctity of relationship. In a story 'Izzat Ka 
Khoon ', the high caste wife takes revenge on her husband who had her 
beaten by the servants and pushed her off the house when she tried to 
resist his going to the brothel. She then goes directly to brothel and 
become the prostitute that severely affects the husband's sense of honour 
and prestige in the society and he then commits suicide. In fact, the 
women's honour provided the women the agency to act against the 
brutality and neglect of the husband. When a man visits prostitute leaving 
29 
30 
Godan,, Saraswati Press, Allahabad, 2003. 
GuptDhan, Saraswati Press, Allahabad, 1998, Vol. 2, p.l7. 
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his wife, this obnoxious practice in itself then justifies drastic action by 
the wife. 
Marriage for Premchand is trust in relationship. There should be love and 
companionship in marriage and the partners equal in their respective 
spheres. This equality nevertheless becomes ephemeral with the 
projection of reality of husband or the elderly women kin of the husband 
as superior in the Indian social-familial context. Besides, there appears 
many times breach in trust, obviously from the husband's side but the 
responses were not always severe, differing by the understanding/ 
suffering wife trying to win him back or suffering completely till the end. 
Premchand largely portrays women as obedient, cooperating, sacrificing 
in roles of mother and wife. Though at the same time their individuality, 
self-respect, rational ability were also emphasised but these were not 
always the determining principle. For instance, in 'Bade Ghar Ki Beti'^' 
(1910) a story amongst his favourite, he appears comfortable with the 
idea of well-adjusted women in big joint families. He however takes a 
modem approach in depicting strong sense of dignity in the woman 
protagonist. When her brother- in- law dared to throw his footwear on her 
for a silly demand of ghee in his dish, she tried to force him leave the 
house. She took a firm stand that she could not live in the house where 
" Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 74. 
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such a person lives. But ultimately towards the end, she forgives him and 
accepts his apologies, reconsiders her decision and stops him from 
leaving the house. The joint family ideal therefore reigns supreme. 
One of the highest attribute in wife was her ability to sacrifice and 
forgive. In the story 'Premsutra' , Prabha's husband gets attracted 
towards other women twice but comes to her in a miserable state when he 
had no one to take care, but she pardons him every time. 
The wife in many of Premchand's story provides a strong companion to 
the 
husband. The wife in all her uprightness and rational ability is expected to 
provide sound advice to her husband. Her education also has to meet the 
requirement of healthy companionship and sound housekeeping. 
Marriage is not for physicality or sex but for a healthier society based on 
affection and care, with women as agents of well being in homes. 
The theme of physicality and sex in marriage was otherwise taken in a 
significant way by the contemporary writers who spoke mainly in terms 
of limits to marital sex, and gratification in relationship through 
continence rather than erotic pleasure. New Patriarchy and emphasis on 
controlled emotions and physicality in the nationalist discourse. In his 
^^ GuptDhan, p. 161. 
" Cham Gupta, Sexuality, Obscenity, Community: Women, Muslims, and the Hindu Public in Colonial 
India, Sexuality, Obscenity, Community, Permanent Black, New Delhi, 2001, p. 127. 
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story 'Nabi Ka Niti Nibak'^^ and 'Smrity Ka Pujarf^' he even extends the 
high ideal of celibacy and chastity to be practiced by men. The husbands 
after death of their wives decline to marry in these stories, and are 
appreciated for this. He clearly desired purity of mind and body in 
relationship. 
Similarly, in consonance with his puritanical approach,^^ Premchand does 
not quite appreciate the physical aspects of beauty and insists on higher 
emotion of love and sacrifice. In 'Do Sakhiyan' he makes the hero leave 
the wife who had been caring only about her beauty and had little regard 
for the relationship. The hero though had insisted on separate 
individuality of wife and husband in marriage but ultimately gets repulsed 
by the wife's over-indulgence and obsession with beauty. He is also hurt 
by his wife's increasing interest in another man. The individuality and 
independence in the woman was encouraged perhaps to repose trust, love 
and comfort in the conjugal relationship. The principle of freedom and 
individuality which Premchand otherwise appreciates as important right, 
is presented in this case as a concession to wife that had been misused 
and could be dangerous for families and relationships if not used 
properly. 
^^GuptDhan,yol2,p. 140. 
Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 223. 
^*See stories like 'Nabi Ka Niti Nibah' and 'Smrity Ka Pujari'. 
^^  Pachas Kahaniyan, pp. 126-128. 
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The beauty and attraction in women, according to him, lie in spirituality 
and purity, and in the ability of woman to be perfect companions to men. 
The concept of beauty was thoroughly discussed by Premchand in stories 
like Abhushan'^^'Actress'^^ 'Do Sakhiyan'^^ and 'Grihdah'*\ 
'Abhushan' and 'Durga Ka Mandir'^'^ were the stories in which he shows 
that women's interest in ornaments is stupid and destructive for their 
lives. He writes in 'Abhushan' that though ornaments make women 
presentable but the real meaning of embellishment lie in love and care of 
the beloved. 
Conjugality in marriage being the crucial theme in the new nationalist 
patriarchy, we accordingly find Premchand consistently advocating 
higher purpose in marriage rather than for materialistic and mean 
objectives. This had been his theme in 'Shadi Ki Vajah'^^ and 'Swarg Ki 
Devi '^^ where he particularly laughs at the practice of wife sought for 
domestic chores or for other different functions of the household, 
procreation being one of them. In the story 'Souf'^^ he brings out how the 
procreative concerns in marriage devastated the life of the married 
^' Ibid., p. 120. 
^^  Ibid., p. 214. 
"" Ibid., p.223. 
'"ibid., p. 136. 
"^  Ibid.,p. 65. 
''^GuptDhan,Vol.2p. 171. 
'*'' Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 386. 
^^ Ibid., p. 35. 
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couple. The wife forces her husband to marry another woman because she 
was unable to bear a child but later commits suicide out of jealousy for 
the second wife as she begins to receive greater attention from the 
husband. 
While blatantly oppressive relationships in marriage are brought in 
focus, his stories also provide women characters some scope of resistance 
in traditional marriages. Many times the high caste women use the 
traditional spaces and the normative to claim control of house hold 
matters. For instance, in the story 'Khucharh'^^ the heroine Rameshwari 
does everything to become a good wife to Kundanlal but he always tried 
to instruct her in everything she did, so much so that she lost all freedom 
in work. Ultimately fed up, she just refUsed to do anything without his 
permission and would not even cook food for him saying he had not 
specifically told her to do. The husband learnt a lesson, apologized and 
stopped lecturing around. 
Similarly, with the continuation of the traditional ideal of chastity in 
nationalist narrative and with the ideal of Sita from the Hindu mythology 
quite influential in the period,'^^Premchand's stories strikingly bring out 
"* Ibid., p. 335. 
^'^ Gandhi describes his traditional ideal chaste women with Sita, Damyanti and Dropadi in his public 
preachings for women. These were heroines who had suffered at the hands of men but survived with 
dignity. Geraldine Forbes, Women in Modem India, The Cambridge History of India, New Delhi, 
pl24. 
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strong agency of woman in the control of her body and mind and for 
JO 
preservation of chastity/honour. In the story 'Maryada Ki Bedi , though 
kidnappedjthe woman does not allow the captor to touch her. In the end 
when her lover rescues her she refuses to go with him so that there is no 
blemish on his honour. She had been in deep love with the man but she 
now considers herself unfit for marriage to him. Unable to hold back her 
love, she ultimately dies trying to save her lover from the attack of her 
captor. Here, Premchand through death and suffering tries to invoke the 
emotion of deep love, for which marriage is not always required. 
Otherwise also, for him marriage to the person one loves is the ideal and 
if that does not happen, the ideal remains in suffering and wait.'*^ 
In the story ' Vismrity^^^, he portrayed the rebellious nature of a woman in 
defence of truth. She went against social norms of the time in 
approaching the court against her brothers. Her brothers whom she loved 
dearly had killed the person she had developed a liking. She spoke in the 
court against honour killing by her brothers, but then chose a life of 
mourning and suffering for full 14 years when her brothers were in 
prison. When another person towards the end of the story proposed 
marriage to her, she considering herself unfit and unable to bear a 
'*^  Pachas Kahaniyan, op.cit p. 107. 
"*' See his story 'Devi', Gupt Dhan, Vol.2, p. 56. 
'° Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 90. 
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relationship witli another man, commits suicide. Her commitment? 
therefore^to her first love remained and no rehabilitation through marriage 
was possible for her. 
This;however^is not the case with men protagonists. The heroes in his 
stories could love beyond marriage. Premchand then expects the wife to 
be understanding and sacrificing for the sake of true love of the man. In 
'Sohag Ka Shav'^' a wife gifts her bridal saree to her husband's 
girlfriend. Similarly, in Karambhumi he boldly depicts the hero, a 
married man as a constant lover though in the end he is reconciled with 
his wife. Perhaps the notions of male natural desires, accentuated the 
power of the husband over wife, whereby the man could escape with 
many 'wrongs' but women could not . On the contrary Muniya, who is 
the rape victim, did not need any rehabilitation in the novel.^ '^  
In some of his stories, he clearly extends strong agency and individuality 
to women in line with the egalitarian ideal. ^^  These stories stand quite 
different from his usual ones which portray women in the traditional 
' ' Ibid, p. 196. 
'^  Premchand, Krambhumi, Hans Pralashan, Allahabad, 1991,pp. 86-87 
Cham Gupta, Sexuality, Obscenity, Community: Women, Muslims, and the Hindu Public in Colonial 
India, Permanent Black, New Delhi, 2001, p,126. 
'^' Geetanjali Panday, 'How Equal? Women in Premchand's Writing', Economic Political Weekly, 
Vol.21, no.50, Dec 1986, p. 2185. 
'^  Prayagraj Mehta compared the women character by Premchand with those of Ilachandra Joshi and 
Agyeya branding the former as having superior status and moral standard. However,it seems that such 
comparison is unwarranted and unjust since Premchand lived in and portrayed different time frame and 
social ethics than joshi and agyeya. Prayag Raj Mehta, 'Pramchand Ke Stree Patra',eds, Kamal Kothari 
Vijayadan, Premchand Ke Patra, Akshar Prakashaan, Delhi, 1870,p. 39. 
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domestic settings. Here the influence of democratic and modem ideal is 
more marked. In one of his writings of 1920's and 30's, 'Nabi Ka Niti 
Nibah'^^ the protagonist Zainab, a married women has a strong 
personality and enjoys lot of respect from her husband. She has the 
courage to convert to another faith which the husband is unable to do. 
The women character in his stories had a great sense of judgment and 
en 
firmness in character. For instance the hero of the story 'DhaporsanW 
gets cheated by his friend but his wife was able to sense his bad intentions 
quite early and had been advising him against his friend. In the story 
C O 
'Brahm ka Swang' , the husband publicly opposes the caste system and 
proclaims himself to be a strong progressive. He teaches the egalitarian 
values to his young conservative wife. The modem values then have a 
great impact on her, which she practices with utmost sincerity and 
conviction. On the other hand,the husband's conviction is shown to be 
only superficial and surface deep as he would not tolerate a total equality 
with the lower classes and would maintain certain distance in practice. 
The woman is thereby shown with stronger personality than the man. A 
devout wife throughout, she towards the end rejects the principle of 
married woman's devotion to her husband saying: 
*^.Gupt Dhan, Vol.2,p. 140. 
" Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 319. 
^^  Mansarowar,n.4, Vol. 8, pp. 130-08. 
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'usi kshan se patishradha aur patibhakti ka bhav mere hridaye se lupt ho 
,59 
gaya. 
(At that moment my devotion towards my husband got vanished.) 
Premchand,however^is opposed to the complete westernisation of Indian 
women.^° He appreciates one of the characters in Godan, Miss Malti, who 
had returned after her studies from London and had enUghtened views on 
social-political change and on gender equality. She is ^ however^ 
appreciated for her Indianized lifestyle and commitment to social work. 
Her rejection of marriage as an oppressive institution and her choice not 
to marry is acceptable to Premchand as far as the woman's life is devoted 
to a higher objective in life. Otherwise, Premchand consistently advocates 
the merit of marriage and as an ultimate reality for women. 
Premchand thus appreciates this kind of autonomy and space for woman 
and considers this to be meaning true liberation for women. However, 
many times westernization is presented mainly in terms of sexual 
liberation which he abhors totally. In 'Miss Padma' (1936), he presents a 
westernized woman who rejects marriage and prefers live-in relationship 
with her partner. This is presented as a corruption of the equality ideal 
between man and woman and is shown as more oppressive than marriage; 
'ibid, p. 196. 
' Geetanjali Panday,op.cit, p. 2187. 
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as there had remained no checks on the partner who ultimately deserted 
her pregnant. This is thereby projected as vice in society where women 
might ruin themselves in the name of sexual liberation, a borrowed 
unworthy concept according to him. Premchand, in these cases, seem to 
instinctively recoil from such modem sensibility. Perhaps, the hatred 
sown by anti colonialism led to revulsion of these aspects of modem 
civilization ethos, seen as signs of foreign tutelage. ' 
II 
Women in Labouring Class Household: 
Under the influence of socialist thought, we find Premchand 
foregrounding the issues of the labouring classes but the oppression 
highlighted in his stories rarely emerge from the capitalist exploitation, 
rather these are based in the feudal system and bound by traditions. The 
context of households of the landless labourers and poor peasants subject 
to feudal oppression had been the main and recurrent theme with 
Premchand. Similarly, though influenced by the leftist thought, we do not 
find Premchand speaking of labourers' household as substantially 
different from middle-class household in terms oppression within,^ ^ 
*^  Sikata Banerjee, Make me a Man, USA, State University of New York, 2005, p3. 
*^ We know that a stream of leftist thougiit iiad viewed tiie working class family as a kind of supportive 
nucleus against alienation engendered by the capitalist mode of production unlike the middle class 
families existing primarily as means of consolidating and preserving private property. 
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though the problems facing women in these households and the type of 
oppression are projected as specific to women of lower classes. 
The lower class families in rural India are shown as nuclear families and 
so the tensions arising out of care and interference of extended relations 
are missing in the narrative but the husband's control over women is 
supreme. The patriarchal middle class notions also find interspersed with 
the narrative of the labouring class with hardly much distinction. The 
working husband appears the main bread-winner and on that account 
enjoys full control over the earnings and resources, claims to better food 
and comforts of married life. The wife emerges as supplementary earner 
and her earnings going to the family fund controlled by the husband. 
Thereby the labouring class husband-wife relationship appears as 
asymmetrical as that of the higher classes. The labouring family as a 
highly patriarchal one hardly provides cushion or support to its members 
against alienation engendered by the feudal oppression. The women are 
seen as doubly oppressed on account of their class and gender at work 
and similarly the home provides no solace and support to the hard 
working wife. 
Similarly, the middle class notions are extended to the labouring class 
families. The high ideal of chastity was expected from all women. In the 
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story 'SaW^^ (1932) Kallu, the husband does not allow her wife to go out 
for work. He could not trust her as she was very beautiful but when he 
dies, she like a 'sati' consumes herself totally in his memory and refuses 
to remarry. Similarly 'DevV^'^ speaks of a working woman's complete 
loyalty to her husband. She remains loyal to her husband even when he 
does not return back from his tour. The purity of body and mind was a 
much liked concept for him. Interestingly however, in his only story 
where he speaks of many marriages of a working woman, he portrays the 
hero who desires her in deep and pure emotions of love. He continues to 
love her even though she was pregnant with another man, a proposition 
for rehabilitation of such women not at all extended to the high class 
women. Notably he writes: 
'maine tumse vivah isliye nahi kiya ki turn devi ho;balki isliye ki main 
tumhen chahta tha or sonchta tha ki turn bhi mujhe chahti ho. yah 
bachcha mera hai. Mera apna bacha hai. Maine ek boya hua khet liya, to 
uskifasal lo isliye choddunga,ki use kisi dusre ne boya hai. '^^ 
(I didn't marry you because you are a diva; but because I loved you and 
thought that you also love me. This is my child and will remain so. When 
^'Rachnawali,Vol.l5, p.40. 
^^  Ibid, p. 356. 
65 Rachnawali,Vol.l5, p. 186. 
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I purchase a cultivated Land^should I leeiyethe crop only because it was 
sown by someone else) 
Premchand seeks to extend the 19* and 20* century high ideas of 
motherhood to working families. A working mother's primary duty 
remains the child care and her work secondary to her motherly duties. 
Premchand emphasizes the burden of work, including the drudgery of 
household chores and child care falling on the women. He sympathizes 
greatly with them and condemns the ruthlessness of the uncaring 
husbands. Premchand particularly brings out the working women's plight 
arising out of beating and alcoholism of their husbands. Interestingly 
these are somewhat also the problems of the high caste wives but in case 
of low class women Premchand affords great scope of resistance, not 
available to the latter. The financial independence perhaps gives them the 
required confidence and will to act. In the story 'Sout'^^, Ramu, the 
husband takes all the earnings of his wife, Raziya, and marries again. 
When she resists he beats her brutally, still the wife kept abusing him all 
the time he beat her and ultimately leaves him. The woman can live better 
on her own. This position^however^ gets mixed up with his other ideal of 
sacrificing, courageous but nurturing woman. So that when Ramu dies of 
^ Ibid, p. 40. 
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poverty leaving his second wife, Raziya large-heartedly forgives them, 
resents her rebukes and starts taking care of the second wife. 
Similarly in another story, ^Agni Samadhi ' a women was brutally beaten 
by her husband. She^ i however^ kept abusing him all the time he was 
beating her, the more he beat the more she abused him. At last he was 
tired of beating her but she continues to abuse him in spite of all her 
agony and pain. With the aim of revenge, she torched the hutment 
attached to the field which was his duty as a guard to protect. But then 
Premchand bringy the positive side of the man, who with a strong sense 
tries to engulf the raging fire so that it does not spread to the village. This 
was too much for a wife to witness and she immediately regrets her act, 
and takes the fire on herself and dies. A heroine obviously could not kill 
her husband whatever he does, and so ultimately she takes ^Agni 
Samadhi'. 
The lower class women appear more militant in their resistance to 
oppression in domestic domain. Still Premchand towards the end of the 
stories would make these characters resentful of resistance towards their 
husbands, perhaps in line with his wifehood ideal in forgiveness and 
sacrifice. This in turn is seen as strength rather than weakness in women, 
perhaps under influence of the Gandhian thought that came to privilege 
*^  Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 178. 
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the softer feminine qualities of service, love, pity and sacrifice as strength 
of character and not weakness, as done earlier. 
The working and lower class women of Premchand appear stronger 
compared to their husbands. In Godan^^, we see Dhaniya, the protagonist 
as strong enough to take the decision of bringing home a child widow 
impregnated by her son. This she does without fearing the consequences 
of social ostracism while her husband is totally apathetic in this matter. 
These women are generally shown as stronger and with greater agency in 
their domestic domain and relationships, compared also to the women of 
the higher classes, even though the domain continues to be painfully 
patriarchal with little relaxation for women in the system. By speaking of 
the relative strength of working women in these matters, Premchand 
perhaps seeks to focus on the socialist solution to the end of women's 
exploitation through economic independence that will definitely have 
some impact on the domestic domain. 
*^ Ibid. 
*' Premchand, Godan, Sraswati Press, Allahabad, 2003.pp.l33-34. 
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CHAPTER- 2 
Gender, Nation and Nationalist Politics in Premchand's 
writings 
The British conquest of India defined in terms of power of the 'martial' 
British race and 'masculine', 'brave', 'courageous' people over 'feeble', 
'cowardly', 'feminine/effeminate' Indian race, attempted to demonstrate 
the moral superiority of the British nation and hence legitimate the British 
rule and the accompanying violence in occupation and the conquest. 
Interestingly, nation was presented by British in gender terms and 
women's position in the society became indicative of the nation/society's 
strength (including the military prowess). For Britain, India became the 
realm where Imperial masculinity was tested, as Britain reached for the 
supremacy in world; it's shifting interpretation of manhood shaping the 
classification and categorization of the Indian populace. The colonial 
gendered discourse on India accordingly fed a counter discourse from the 
side of the nationalists, more sharply by the late nineteenth century, on 
the constitutive and essential elements of the Indian nation; the gender-
axis being as important in this narrative as well. 
Ashis Nandy, Intimate Enemy: Loss and Recovery of Self Under Colonialism, Delhi, Oxford 
University Press, 1983,pp.l-66. 
^ Sikata Benerjee, Make Me a Man, USA, State University of New York, 2005, p. 40. 
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In order to break the power of colonial discourse that enfeebled and 
demoralized the Indians, the revivalists/nationalists in the nineteenth 
century tried to reshape an oppositional masculine identity for India 
through its traditional Icon.^ This construction of the anti-imperialist hero 
by the revivalist- nationalists, however, was done through internalization 
of the colonial definition of the ideal man, ascribing to him the same 
'manly' qualities lauded by the Victorians (while purportedly rejecting 
the Western praxis). The masculine heroes as true representative of the 
Indian quality and the definitions of masculine and the feminine in the 
period ascribed clearly to the positions in Anglicism. 
Similarly, the nationalist projection of a coherent community as 
ethnically, linguistically, religiously, and/or ideologically distinct from 
'them' required a proper topography of nation. This was^however, done 
in gender terms for the fiinctions it served. The nationalist movement 
presented the nation by the figure of Hindu goddess, 'a new deity' 
Bharatmata, an extension of the cult of mother-worship to the rising 
consciousness of the nation. One of the merit in presentation of nation as 
Mother India was to cultivate the devotion for India and to mobilize its 
'sons' for her protection. If Motherland was projected as women's body, 
in danger of violation from foreign male, her honor needs to be protected 
^ Sikata Benerjee, ibid, p. 40. 
'^ Sikata Banerjee, ibid, p3. 
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by the 'countless citizen warriors'. Besides, the cult of the mother 
goddesses had also been a symbol of martial strength and prowess.^ The 
symbolism of Mother India was therefore useiful for revolutionary 
mobilization and so acceptable to nationalists of even non-Hindu 
background. Emerging from the revivalist impulse in the last quarter of 
nineteenth century, this continued throughout in the nationalist movement 
even when the movement emphatically lay on the nation's secular, 
diverse and modem character. 
This imagining the nation as Motherland had its own repercussions on the 
Indian womanhood for its passive, receptive, vulnerable image it created 
in contrast to the active image of the Fatherland. For in this allegorical 
presentation, the mother's sons were the country's guardians, heroes and 
martyrs. 'Vande Mataram' (hail to motherland) did not make a call for 
women to join. The imagery took women as symbolic collective whose 
pain and sacrifices would be recognized as part of the nation's sacrifice^, 
but they were not being seen as active participants and stake holders in 
the nation. Bharat Mata icon thereby co-existed with the masculinist 
ideology of the nation. 
^ Sikata Benergy ibid pi4. 
Roda Ivekovic and Julie Mostov, From Gender to Nation, Zubaan an Associate of Kali for Women, 
2004, p.ll. 
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These currents in political-nationalist movement are reflected in the 
cultural and literary productions of the period, creative writing also seen 
as other way of doing political work. The Indian intelligentsia proclaimed 
return to past glory for the construction of unified identity of nation and, 
language and literature played a crucial role in the construction. In 
nationalist terms, to communicate the agenda for progress, the strength of 
literature showed the strength of the nation, the life of the language was 
the life of nation. It was we [hum] ofjati that was to speak as the subject 
of language and literature, transmitting its essential values. Thereby the 
gendered discourse of nation, the concepts of feminine and masculine 
marking nation's identity, the female iconography of the nation etc. in its 
various strands and dimensions got depicted in literature. 
Here we analyze the various strands of Premchand's writings written in 
the context of contemporary thought and the movement as the discourse 
of the nation was being built and the nationalist movement launched with 
that framework. 
Premchand fondly took the Bharat Mata depiction of the nation. 
Premchand in one of his article beckons the mother nation to arouse her 
sons in patriotic duty to her and for protecting her honor. Mother India is 
Orcini Francesca, The Hindi Public Sphere, Oxford University Press, 2002, p5. 
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presented as real mother of every Indian.^ He later spoke of Gandhi also 
as the true son of mother nation.^ Notably, he brings forth the image of 
Bharat Mata through invoking religious sensibilities. In a story ' Ye Meri 
Matri Bhumi Hai '^^ the hero is depressed by the condition of his nation 
and tries to find his ideal nation. He is able to get his nation in the 
spiritual world. Religious practice done by the women- folk and morally 
strong men are portrayed as ideal. He believes in austerity as an ideal 
principle. His language-use also portrayed the Hindu religious symbolism 
used for an otherwise secular concept of the nation he so thoroughly 
championed. For instance, 
'yahan maine hazaron manushyon ko iss thande pani main dubki lagate 
dekha. kuch Log balu per gayatri mantra jap rahe the. Kuch log havan 
kame main sanlagn the. Kuch mathe par tillak laga rahe the kuch log sa 
swar vedmantra padh rahe the. Mera hridaye fir utsahit hua or zor se kah 
utha - han han, yahi mera payara desh hai, yahi meri meri pavitra 
matribhumi hai, yahi mera sarvshresht bharat hai or issi ke darshano ki 
meri utkresht ichcha thi tatha isi ki pavitra dhul ke kan banne ki meri 
prabal abhilasha hai.'^^ 
' RachnawalUtd Dr.Ramvilas Sharma, Janvani Prakashan, Delhi, 1996,Vol.l4, p.319. 
' Premchand, Juloos, Pachas Khaniyan, Ed by Saraswati press, 1983, 
'^  Rachnawali, Vol. 11, p. 25. 
" Rachanavali,yo\.\\,^.2%. 
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(I saw people here drowning in the river Ganga, some people were 
residing Gayatry mantra. Some people were doing yagna. Some were 
putting tilak on their forehead, residing Ved mantras. My heart goes 
delighted with joy after seeing this and says -this is my country, my 
lovely country. This is my pious motherland, this is my best country in 
the world and I really want to see this country and I want to be a part of 
this country.) 
Similarly his early writing 'soze vatan' (the first collection, published in 
1909)^ ^ speaks of manliness in contemporary terms of bravery, manly 
courage and a strong nationalist zeal. His hero was a warrior who could 
fight bravely and stand for justice for the people. Interestingly for 
Premchand at that early stage, when women were mainly seen as 
recipients of male protection, he demanded his heroines to be warriors, 
brave and an inspiration for her male counterparts. His ideal woman had 
strong nationalist feeling. In the story 'Sheikh Makhmur'^hhe heroine, 
Mullika Sher Afgan marries Sheikh Masaud only when he fights bravely 
for his nation. She is the one who could inspire men-folk towards 
nationalism.'"^ He imbued nationalist fervor in women characters for the 
'^  Banned by the Government in 1909. 
" Rachnawdi, Vol.11, p. 29. 
"'* The heroine's capacities are however portrayed as that of viranganas from Indian tradition with great 
emphasis on Indian women's quality of self effacement, sacrifice and service. Orsini Francesca, The 
Hindi Public Sphere, Oxford University Press, 2002, p.292. 
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first time that had a great influence on the national scene. As the 
mainstream notion about masculine and feminine changed overtime 
especially with Gandhi who privileged the softer side of feminine nature 
as qualities of strength and superior virtue, we find Premchand's male 
and female protagonists possessing the same qualities accordingly. In the 
story 'KatiV^^, he desires ideal man to be sacrificing, honest; helping, 
morally upright and someone who is ready to sacrifice his life for nation. 
His characters and heroes began espousing nonviolence now. 
The anti-partition movement's call in 1905 on swadeshi and swaraj could 
be seen in his articulation of freedom, not limiting to political freedom 
alone but to its psychological and other dimensions. Freedom meant a just 
and humane social order, a society which knew neither slavery nor 
•in 
poverty and offered freedom and happiness to all its members. A 
character in his auto biography speaks: "...won swarajya, for swarajya is 
only an attitude of mind. As soon as fear bom out of slavery is exiled 
fi-om your heart, you have won swarajya. Fear is slavery and fearlessness 
is freedom."'^ 
Suruchi thaper-Bjorkert, Women in the Indian National Movement: Unseen Faces and Unheard 
Voices, 1930-42, SAGE Publication, New Delhi, 2006, pl77. 
'* Rachnawali, Vol.15, p.249. 
'^  Sudhir Chandra,'Premchand and Indian Nationalism', Modern Asian Studies,\o\.\6,noA,\9%2, p602. 
** Madan Gopal, My Life and Times: Recreated from His Works Lotus collection, New Delhi, 2006, 
p. 176. 
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His writings suggested various forms of participation in the movement at 
that early stage. In the story 'Rani Sarandha' when for the young man, 
his utmost duty was to save his country from the foreign yolk, women's 
support to the nationalist struggle was subjected to clear-cut public -
private dichotomy. We find Premchand quite upholding the 'Ghare-
Bahare' domestic/public division, and limiting women's participation 
from within the domestic space. Women characters were seen 
championing the cause of nation through their domestic roles, and 
through their duties as wives and mothers which were seen as heroic and 
revolutionary contribution. Women could proclaim to marry nationalists; 
nationalist mothers could rear their children in lessons of freedom etc. In 
his Soze Vatan collection 'Duniya ka Sabse Anmole Rattan' speaks of a 
noble woman setting her condition for marriage which was to bring that 
priceless souvenir from the nationalist fighter who died fighting the 
enemy. His story on a legendary and historical plot of Raja Hardayal 
(1910)and Rani Sarandha (1911) brought out the role of mothers in 
giving the nation strong muscular warrior sons. In another story 
Dhikkar' , Premchand admires women: 
'^  RachnawaliyoX.U, p. 313. 
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'Veer mata, turn dhanya ho. Aisi hi mataon se desh ka mukh ujjval hota 
hai, jo desh hit ke samne matri sneh ki dhul barabar parvah nahi karti. 
Unkeputra desh ke liye hote hain, desh putrake liye nahi hota.' 
(Brave mother you are great. This kind of mother make the nation feels 
pride who can sacrifices their motherhood for nation. Their sons are for 
nation and nation is not for their son.) 
There were certain exceptions to this general trend in woman's 
participation during swadeshi. Woman like Sarla Debi Chaudharani 
appear as an exception at that stage who took to active participation in the 
movement in a militant way. In a story written at that time 'Jail' , while 
Premchand affords certain militancy to the woman characters, Mridulla 
and Kshamadevi, in having them involved in nationalist activities that led 
to their arrest by government. But would make Mridulla later apologize 
for her crime on account of her responsibilities towards her family and in 
this Premchand appears quite sympathetic towards her. The dilemma of a 
nationalist woman towards her household is presented as a very genuine 
one. She in the end comes back to jail after getting arrested for leading a 
procession. But now she could do so, as she is free from the household 
'"Ibid. p. 318. 
' Mansarowar, n.4.vol.7, pp. 5-16. 
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responsibilities; her mother-in-law, husband and her only son having got 
killed in the firing she turns a militant and gets arrested. She remarks: 
'Mujhmen ab lesh matre bhi durbalta nahi main jail ke bahar rehkar 
jo kuch kar sakti hun, jail ke under rehkar usse kahin jyada kar sakti 
hun.' 
('Now I have no fear and nothing to lose so I can do more from the jail 
than I can do from outside.') 22 
Nationalism had entered the household and a close association between 
the nationalist movements and 'nationalist' households was established. 
When members of their families become participants in the movement, 
women became supporters of the movement. Women maintained 
traditional roles in , yet supported their husbands in their nationalist 
activities and raised their children in nationalism. Large number of 
women participated by giving shelter to fugitives, hiding weapons, 
spinning charkha etc. Their participation in no way disturbed their 
domestic role and responsibilities. Women like Swamakumari composed 
patriotic songs.^^ In the story 'Rani Sarandha'^'^ he portrayed the 
character of a woman in her three consecutive roles as a sister, wife and 
^^  Mansarowar, no.4, vol.7, p. 16. 
.Geraldine Forbes, Women in Modem India, Cambridge University Press, 1996, p. 29. 
Madan Gopal, Munshi Premchand a Literary Biography, Asia Publishing House,]'^  54 p. 73. 
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mother, to inspire men-folk to fight for the nation, and also sets an ideal 
when she kills her husband, son and herself so that the enemy did not 
touch them. 
The nationalistic bonds were built up in close resemblance to kinship 
relation between family and state ?^ Thus, nation was seen as extended 
family writ in all profound writings of Premchand. In the story 
'Anubhav'^^, he shows close intimacy between two unknown families 
joined together only by the nationalist bond between them. After the 
arrest of the husband for helping a nationalist fighter, the wife feels proud 
as a wife of the nationalist but is not provided shelter by her immediate 
relations. To her refuge came an unknown nationalist family who was 
more than happy to have her as a guest. The woman host was more 
steadfast in her commitment and resolute to help her so that when the 
boss of her husband reprimanded him for shielding nationalists, she 
scolded her husband for being meek and submissive. She took the 
position that home was her domain and no outsider has a right of 
interference on its matters. In this way, Premchand speaks of the ways in 
which women could participate in the movement as their male-kin joined 
the movement. 
^^  Linda Racioppi and Katherine O'suUivan See, 'Engendering Nation and National Identity', in 
Women, State, and Nationalism, ed by Sita Ranchod-Nilsson and Marry Ann Tetreault.2000, New 
York Routledge, pp. 30-33. 
*^ Rachnawali,Vol.l5, p.201. 
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Women's role in strengthening tlie movement through fictive impersonal 
relationships was emphasized. In another story 'Katil Ki Maa' a woman 
saves other boys from government's repression by giving evidence in the 
court of her son committing murder of an officer. In another story 
'Sansaric Prem aur Desk Prem' written in 1908 about love and 
nationalist feeling. A man is portrayed as ideal nationalist fighter as he 
sacrifices his love for nation and decides to call his beloved a sister. The 
women's ideal character is also evident from the story as she sacrifices 
her love for nationalism and even though he calls her sister, she remains 
loyal to him even after his death. 
If the nation was seen as an extended family writ large, then women's 
role was to carry out the tasks of nurturance and reproduction.^^ He from 
the very beginning saw women as the inspirer and important for nation. 
He imbued the women with varied qualities of management, protector, 
spiritual guide and ideal in all aspects of life. Premchand's women also 
served as inspiration to her male counterparts in every walk of life and 
were source of strength. 
Women's involvement in this period has been brought out in two distinct 
ways. Women could do so by either protecting the nation's possession 
^' RachnawaliVol. 15, p. 336 
^^Rachnawali,Vol.ll,.p.ll. 
^' Valentine, Gender and National Identity, Zed Book LTD London and New Jersey and Oxford 
University Press, Karachi, 1994, P.4. 
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(goods and land) or the other by fending off attacks on their bodies. 
Premchand at times imbued his women characters with the mascuHne 
traits (according to the prevalent notions of masculinity) and were shown 
as citizen-warriors defending nation. It seems he wishes women to have 
stronger position than their male counterparts. The other act of protecting 
women's body remained crucial for the nation's honour with the nation 
visualized through female body. The national honour embodied in 
women who can be sullied if enemy soldier rape women made the issue 
vulnerable and a cause for anxiety. Premchand's 'Karambhumi' treats 
the subject of rape of a woman as an attack on the community. 
Interestingly her female protagonist was a low caste woman called 
Munni. The issue became a matter of nationalist campaign joined by men 
and women of all castes. When Hunni took her revenge by murdering 
European men, it was seen as revenge by the community and the nation. 
Munni began to be hailed as a devi for her courage and action. 
Notably, Premchand does not see women as 'to be protected' by men 
always. The ultimate control and protection of women's body depend on 
their own courage and grit according to him. He also glamorizes the 
°^ Nira Yuval-Davis, Gender And Nation, SAGE pub, Los Angeles-London-New Delhi-
Singapore, 1997,p47. 
So in nationalist movement many social reformers who were active in the revivalist/nationalist 
period focused on issues which would 'protect' women, rather than on their rights which would enable 
them to be more active subject in the public domain. Kumari Jayawardena and Malathi De Alwis, 
Communalizing Women's Sexuality in South Asia,.Zed, London, 1996, p. 10. 
^¥remchand,&am6/jMmi, Saraswati Press, Allahabad, 1991,pp.50-70. 
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TO 
tradition of jauhar as a courageous act by Indian women to save honor. 
Besides, the woman could remain pure in body in spite of their capture. 
The resistance by women to save honor should be ultimate and 
everlasting till the last breath. This is brought out powerfully in his 
'Maryada ki Bedf'*', drawing the lesson from Rajput folklores. 
Rajkumari Prabha married to Rajkumar of Mandar, is kidnapped by the 
Rana of Chittor but does not zommxi jauhar instead agrees to go with her 
captor as she is confident that her honor is safe and the man could not 
touch her. She remarks: 
'Jis Bhalawad ki god main pali hun, kaya use rakt se rangwa 
dun.' 'rajput kanya apne satitva ki raksha aap kar sakti hai, iske liye 
Off 
rudhir pravah ki awashakta nahi' 
('How can I put my state on fire, I was brought up here'.... 'an rajput 
woman can protect her honor herself no need to fight battle.) 
We find rupture in women's participation with the arrival of Gandhi on 
the nationalist scene; we find the influence of Gandhi's approach on 
women and their participation clearly visible in a number of his stories 
He glamorize women's courage in karambhumi: musalmano ke hamle ,shatriniyon kejuhar or rajput 
viron ke shorya ki charcha karte hue kaha- un deviyon ko aag mainjal mama mamur tha; par yah 
manzur natha ki par purrush ki nigah bhi unpar pade. apni jan par mar mitati thi hamari deviyon ka 
yah adersh tha. Aaj Europe ka kya adersh hai? Geman sipahi france per chadh aye or purushon se 
gaon khali ho gaye to france ki nariyanjarman sainikon se hiprem crida karna lagi. Ibid., pp. 112. 
^^ Rachnawali, Vol.12, p.l2. 
^' Pachas kahaniyan, p. 109. 
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written in this period. Previously he championed for greater and active 
participation of women in the nationahst movement but the themes got 
quite mixed up with the traditional image of women. Her women 
protagonists were courageous fighters like men who fought and won wars 
etc. but were also seen in other stories as being dutifully nationalist 
through their home-bound traditional roles. 
With Gandhi, his portrayal of the form of women's participation in the 
movement changed considerably. Gandhi championed the feminine 
quality as essential for nation, in fact spoke of nation's essence through 
feminine virtue.'^ ^ He privileged the qualities of love, pity, service, 
sacrifice and self-effacement as ideal virtues for satyagrahis, the qualities 
already present in women that made them ideal for satyagraha. In 
Gandhi's advocacy for self-rule preceding the home rule, the feminine or 
the softer side of human nature was essentially better than the masculine 
and should be the governing principle rather than the martial or 
aggressive side of manly nature. These pervasive concepts that had a 
sway in the scheme of Gandhian politics definitely had its impact on the 
writings of his admirers. 
36 Madhu Kishwar,Gart<iW on Women, ,Munshi Prakashan, Delhi, 1986,ppl8-19. 
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Premchand appears to be deeply influenced by Gandhi; his piece 
'Jalwaye Israr'{\92\) reflect such an influence. He appears to be 
struggling between Gandhi and the Utopian socialist thought at such a 
stage. The influence of the Russian revolution had been also strong on 
him. However, with the call of Non-Cooperation Movement by Gandhi, 
T O 
Premchand at once joined him in support. The influence of Gandhi 
continued even after he got openly disenchanted with Gandhi's views 
after the withdrawal of Non-Cooperation Movement and his more vocal 
support for Socialist thought.^^ 
In the story 'Lai Fita''*^, written in the period of Non-Cooperation 
Movement, Premchand speaks of women members of the family of a 
Magistrate supporting the decision of his resignation on Gandhi's call. 
His young daughter is shown as especially fascinated by satyagraha and 
she immediately takes to spinning Khadi, one of the main demand from 
women in the movement. In another story 'Satyagrahd''^^ (in 1923), a 
woman shopkeeper keeps the oath of strike by shutting down her shop on 
the call of the Congress. She is more steadfast in her support than other 
" Amrit Ray, Kalam Ka Sipahi, Hans Prakashan, Allahabad, 1962, 2005, pi65. In the initial stages 
however the ideas appear mixed with that of even Vivekananda and Tilak 
*^ Amrit Ray, ibid, pp. 246-248. After listening to Gandhi's speech in Gorakhpur, Premchand resigned 
from his job. 
^' K.P. Singh, 'Premchand and Gandhi'„5'oc/fl/5'c/e«/w^,vol.9,no.l, Aug, 1980, p-47. 
"^  Rachnawal\,yo\.\2, p. 280. 
"' Ibid,p. 455. 
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shopkeepers, who appear feeble in face of Government's instruction to 
open shops on viceroy's visit. The woman makes it clear than she has 
commitments to her people rather than the government. Women thereby 
in Premchand's story appear more committed, courageous and ideal for 
the satyagrah movement. 
Similarly, Premchand in 'Samar Yatra '^ ^ depicts the strength of 75 year 
old woman, Nohri, who resists government's orders and refuse to leave 
the public meeting against the order, while others get dispersed when the 
policed arrive on scene. Earlier people were teasing her because she was 
unable to contribute money for hosting the Congress meeting but the 
climax of the story makes her come out the real brave soldier of the 
movement. Premchand highlights such kind of support as essential for the 
nation and movement. Satyagraha is presented as a weapon of the weak 
and disarmed who by their moral strength and courage could defeat the 
aggressor. The story completely idealizes satyagraha. In bringing out 
Gandhi's philosophy and women's role in satyagraha 'samar yatra' 
remains unrivalled."^^ 
In Premchand's stories written in 1930's, he clearly brings out a number 
of stories in which women were involved in constructive program, as per 
''^  Madan Gopal, My Life and Times: Recreated From His Works, Lotus collection, New Delhi, 2006, 
pp. 164-78. 
Sudhir Chandra, Premchand and Indian nationalism. Modem Asian Studies,.no.4,1982, 
Vol.l6.p606. 
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Gandhi's belief that it suited the women's nature. In the novel 
Karambhumi, the woman protagonist Sukhda is shown with tremendous 
capacities and the qualities needed for a satyagrahi and the issue of 
temple entry program is taken here. Premchand makes this woman stand 
out in leadership of the movement. She quickly took charge of the 
movement when faced by the government repression. The male leader, 
Shantikumar, of the movement suffered injuries when the officers opened 
fire on the demonstration to the temple for lower class people's entry. 
Sukhda reacted sharply to the situation especially when she came to know 
that her father- in- law was responsible for the firing she immediately 
took to streets asking people to unite and march towards the temple. 
Police had to fall back in face of the strong opposition led by woman. 
Finally, the lower class entered the temple. Premchand thereby brings out 
the success story of women's leadership of the movement. Similarly in 
the novel, he brings another woman character, Naina, who leads a march 
to the municipality with around one lakh people to demand land for 
housing of the lower classes. All in opposition to her own family who 
owned that piece of land and finally got killed by her husband. Such 
presentation of grit and character of women is quite common in 
Premchand's writings. 
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As Gandhi, considered women useful in shaming men to join the 
movement, Premchand's women's active involvement, like that of 
Sukhda, would have motivated or shamed men to join the demonstration. 
However, Gandhi wanted women in public life without assuming 
competitive posture towards men,'^ '* Premchand on the other hand is quite 
keen to provoke these competitive positions between men and women, 
trying at times to establish women's superiority over men in the 
movement. Sukhda for instance is shown as more capable and strong than 
her husband, 
Premchandj similarly brings women's competence in picket lines. 
Karambhumi's Sukhda participated in picketing liquor shops. Another 
story 'Sharab Ki Dukaan' depicts the more resilience in woman 
satyagrahi compared to men. When in the story, a young man sits on 
dharna at liquor shops, he could not proceed further as he loses strength 
and gets beaten up, but a woman, Mrs, Saxena carries out a successflil 
dharna at the shop in spite of beatings. Her strength and determination 
bore fruits as the liquor shop got transformed into Swadeshi shop. 
Women participation in nationalism in active roles however did not seek 
to break the patriarchal control of the families over them. The husbands 
and families expected their women to participate in the movement, join 
'*'' Orcmi,Francesca, Op.cit, p.290. 
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processions and picket lines but expected them to ^b%. c^r^TeteJ^if^' 
submissive at home. Gandhi's call for women's participation too did 
threaten the loosening of control."*^ Like Premchand's Karambhumi 
brings out the powerfiil character of Sukhda in strong public role but she 
retires back to home ones the movement is won. Her husband who has 
been depicted in the novel as lesser to her in talent and capabilities 
continue to be in the work of reform while Sukhda a committed social 
worker leaves the public domain and happily returns home. Perhaps with 
Premchand the maxim of 'house is on fire' and women should come out 
of the burning house to help put out the fire, was appropriate. Similarly, 
once it has been put out they should be willing to go back to their natural 
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spaces. 
Like Gandhi, he too appears convinced with the "natural division of 
labour" between the sexes and believed that women had a duty towards 
the household. For Premchand men and women were equal but had 
different roles to play. In Godan, Premchand makes a respectable male 
character and a social reformer speak of ideal gender relations as: 
'sansar main sabse bade adhikar seva or tyag se milten hain or wah 
aapko mile hue hain. Un adhikaron ke samne vote koi chis nahi. Mujhe 
^^ibid. 
"•^Forbes, Op.cit, p.l21. 
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khed hai, hamari behne paschimi aadersh le rahi hainjahan nari ne 
aapna pad kho diya hai or swamini girkar vilas ki vastu ban gai hain. 
Pashchim ki stree swachand hona chahati hain; issiliye taki wo adhik se 
adhik vilas kar saken. Hamari matao ka aadersh kabhi vilas nahi 
raha.unhone keval seva ke adhikar se sadaiv grehusti ka sanchalan kiya 
hai. Pashchim main jo chiz achi hai vah unse lijiye. Sanskriti main sadaiv 
aadan pradan hota aaya hai;lekin andhi nakal to mansik durbalta hail 
Pashchim ki stree aaj greh swamini nahi rehna chahati. Bhog ki vidgad 
llalsa ne use uchrinkhal bana diya hai. Vah aapni lajja or garima ko, jo 
uski sabse badi vibhuti thi, chanchalta or amod pramod main horn kar 
rahi hai. Jab main vahan ki shikshit balikaon ko apne rup ka,ya bhari hui 
bahon ya aapni naganta ka pradershan karte dekhta hun, to mujhe un par 
daya aati hai. Unki lalsa ne unhen itna paribhut kar diya hai ki we aapne 
lajja ki raksha nahi kar sakti. Nari ki isse adhik or kya adhogati ho sakti 
hai.''' 
(Only dedication and sacrifice can give rights to women and which is 
already their, what is right to vote has to do in this. I am embarrassed that 
our women were taking western values, where women have lost their 
position, and become a tool of lust. Western women want freedom to get 
lost in evil ways. Our Indian mothers don't want this. They have always 
"^  Premchand, Godan, Saraswati Prakashan, Allahabad, 2003, ppl41-142. 
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manage household with dedication and sacrifice, hey must take the new 
ideas from the west but the bhnd imitation is always resentful. Western 
women were lost in evil practices. They have lost their grace and shame 
in lure of consumerism, which the most sacred gift. When I saw them 
feeling pride in showing their physical beauty I feel pity on them, they 
have become blind under cloches of desire so much so that they cant 
protect their shame. What is more pitiable for women?) 
The complementary model in sexes is negated by Mrs. Khanna who in 
the final say actually invokes the superiority of men over women. She 
says: 
Pahli bat yah ahi ki bhul jaiye ki nari shresht hai or sari zimmedari usi 
par hai; shreshth purush hai or usi par grahasti ka sara bhar hai. Nari 
main seva or saiyam or kartavya sab kuch vahi paida kar sakta hai ;agar 
usmain in baton ka abhav hai to nari main bhi rahega. Nariyon main aaj 
jo yah vidroh hai, iska karan purush ka in guno se shunya ho jana haif^ 
(men folk are responsible for their women folk and if they have higher 
qualities like sacrifice, strong will, dedication, tolerance and sense of 
duty then only the women folk would have these quality they, have the 
responses of household easily.) 
' Premchand, ibid. ppl44. 
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Premchand would bring the professional and rational side of woman as 
well. Like in Godan itself, Miss Malti is appreciated as 
'iss ramani main vichar shakti bhi hai, kewal fitly nahi.'. 
(The lady possesses not only beauty but also brain) 
He appears much fascinated with the prospect of woman's power. Like in 
the story 'Laila^^^ woman is shown as intelligent enough to be chosen as 
wazir (prime minister) to the king. She was seen as the ideal ruler and 
model for her subjects. Her ideal nature is portrayed also through her 
sympathies for the laboring classes. But interestingly, Premchand makes 
her perform as an intelligent wazir only in male garb and she hides her 
identity as a woman. Even when she became the wife of ruler she sits 
beside the king in Darbar and is not afforded independent status, though 
she is the real ruler for all practical purposes. ^^  
However, for Premchand unlike Gandhi, he does not quite come out with 
the role of guardians for women in the movement. Women made their 
own decisions at times in joining the struggle much against the wishes of 
the family. In some instance the women insisted they will join the 
demonstration and if household work comes in way, they will carry it out 
"' Premchand, ibid, p.52 
^"Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 398. 
Orcini Francesca,Translating Premchand, Oxford India Press,2004,introduction. 
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first in the morning and then join it. In the story 'Juloos \ the heroine 
who is a wife of a poHce officer carries her baby to the demonstration 
without any clue to her husband. The sight of her wife with the baby 
standing in the fronthne of the demonstration greatly shocks the officer 
who resigns and joins the movement. 
Premchand also comes out strongly in support of women's right to vote 
and supports the women's franchise movement. He makes his character 
Miss Malti in Godan start a women's league. But he could not quite side 
with the claims of complete equality between men and women; instead 
through the plot he convincingly tries to bring out the ideal of women and 
men as complementary to each other and independent in their respective 
domains. 
Again for Gandhi, sexuality was considered a problem for participation of 
the sexes together. Gandhi negates women's sexuality and totally abhors 
the idea of mutual attraction between comrades in the struggle. For this 
he invokes the ideal of 'sisterhood'.^"^ Premchand however appreciates the 
idea of mental and emotional attraction and compatibility between co-
52 Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 40. 
'^  Geetanjali Panday,'How Equal? Women in Premchand's Writing', In Ideal Images and Real Lives 
(ed.) Alice Thomer, Mumbai, 2000, p221. 
Sekhara Bandyopadhya, From Plassey to Partition: a History of Modern India, Hyderabad, India 
2004, p389. 
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workers as an appropriate ground for marriage; though he too considers 
physical attraction as a simple lust. 
Interestingly, the influence of the socialist thought in terms of its position 
on complete equality of gender is somewhat lacking in Premchand. The 
socialist influence however makes him bring out the stories about the 
laboring women's participation in the nationalist movement almost with 
same emphasis as elite women's participation. The movement if led by a 
low caste woman will have the followers in only low caste men and 
women but if led by a high caste/elite woman, she may lead men and 
women of all castes. Besides, Premchand like other nationalists for 
whom the issue of prostitutes in the movement was an embarrassing ^^  
completely ignored the issue. 
For Premchand the nationalist struggle required women from all ranks 
and classes that required somewhat liberation from their routine 
engagements and concerns. The involvement in nation was considered as 
a higher objective in which all should participate. As it was not simply 
freedom from foreign yolk but involving complete regeneration, it made 
the women's role in nation all the more crucial. 
'^  Karambhumi, op cit, pp. 215-16,197. 
*^ Geraldin Forbes, Women In Modern India, Cambridge University Press, pp. 127-128. 
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Nevertheless, we do not find Premchand conceptualizing much on 
women's share in the nation. Women do not appear as leaders in the 
Congress or addressing Congress meeting or member of the committee 
and so on. They appear as participating on the call of the Congress and 
might assume leadership of the movement in the absence of Congress. 
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CHAPTER - 3 
Class, Class Conflict and the Colonial State 
Premchand sympathies for the poor and downtrodden were clearly 
rendered in his writings so that many of his writings of India's nationalist 
struggle to a large extent portrayed the socio-economic conditions of the 
labouring population. With the Russian Revolution, the influence of the 
communist-socialist thought had grown in the country. Works of Russian 
writers like Gorki and Chekhov became popular with the influx of socialist 
literature in India. Premchand got deeply influenced by the socialist 
thought simultaneously with his involvement in the nationalist movement 
and writing for its cause, a matter which had taken much of the attention of 
the literati and intelligentsia. 
However, in the literary practice of the nation which required the 
conception of 'we' as distinct from 'others', it built in differences within 
the 'we' by which some people /group were included, privileged or 
rewarded while others were excluded, alienated or marginalized. The 
literature of time discussed the idea of nation in the term of inclusion and 
exclusion. The nationalist literature till the early twentieth century had 
dealt mainly with the issues of elite household in literature and reform to 
the total exclusion of the themes relevant to the labouring class. The credit 
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goes to Premchand to forefront the issue of class in literature. He shifted 
the focus of literature to contemporary social reality leaving much behind 
the trend of romantic writing/ He turned characters from the 
lower/labouring classes as protagonist in his writings, his heroes and 
heroines not being only from the elite household. With clearly believing in 
the writer's social responsibilities and committed to the ideals of socio-
economic justice and freedom, he tried to bring forth the real depiction of 
conditions of people on the ground. 
Many of his stories thereby bring forth the problems faced by the poor and 
the marginalized. In mostly all his major novels, from 'Sevasadan'(l919) 
to 'Godan' (1936), he does not take the nationalist cause without 
highlighting the issues of the poor. His emphasis remained on the depiction 
of the rural India, clearly regarding himself as the chronicler of peasant 
society. He felt that the peasants needed special attention as they have been 
worst sufferers of feudal oppression. He is careful of the class character of 
the Congress and the support the zamindars and propertied classes 
received from a section of leadership.^ 
According to him, workers had their organisations and government 
employees had their associations, so had the zamindars and money-
' Vasudha Dalmia, Godan .Permanent Black ,2002,Introduction. 
^ Sudhir Chandra, 'Premchand: A Historiographic View', Economic and Political Weekly Vol 16, No. 15 
1981,pp669. 
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lenders. So, peasants' grievances could be redressed only with proper 
organization and struggle.^ A call to peasants for proper organization is 
given throughout in his writings. In a letter to his friend, we find him 
optimistic and basing his hopes on bolshevism for change in peasants' 
conditions."^ This,howeve^does not show in his writings, nor do we find an 
advocacy for violent change. At times he also keeps shifting positions 
perhaps on account of other influences on him as well. 
Premchand speaks of various dimensions of exploitation of labouring poor. 
He however comes out with sympathies for them in quite forthright and 
direct fashion. In 'Pashu Se Manushya"' the plight of a poor gardener is 
shown in the groves of prosperous city based professionals. His wretched 
life conditions on account of exploitation by the employer are lucidly 
brought out. Out of poverty he is even forced to steal. The employer is 
clearly shown as a monster who hardly knows the human ways. In another 
story 'Mantra'^, a doctor again is portrayed as self- centered and mean in 
comparison to the rural poor man. Premchand makes the poor man stand 
tall in front of the rich professional. The cruelty of the feudal practices is 
This is recurring theme in Premchand's novels, see, for example, Premasharam, Allahabad, 1979, pp. 
265-66. 
" Premchand, Vividh Prasang, Allahabad, 1978, Vol.2, pp. 42, 507. 
^ Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 1. 
*Ibid,p.271. 
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portrayed in all starkness. In 'SadgatV^ a simple-minded agricultural 
labourer is so harassed by a Brahman pundit (a priest) for initiating 
religious rites at betrothal ceremony of his daughter, that he ultimately 
loses his life working for the priest under very harsh conditions. The story 
'Thakur Ka Kuan" similarly depicts the exploitation through control of 
resources by the upper caste-class. He particularly highlights the caste-
class angle of oppression in depicting the multiple evils of the feudal 
system. In the story the husband was not well and asked for water but the 
only well in the village for lower classes was staining because of an animal 
died in it. The wife struggles to get water from the thakur 's well but fails 
and ultimately her husband drank the polluted water. 
Premchand's language-use greatly invokes sympathies for the simple 
labouring lot. He gives a stark portrayal of their wretched lives and of total 
indifference of the propertied people controlling their lives. In this, he 
exhibits remarkable sensitivity and understanding. For instance in Sadgati, 
the simplicity of the labourer is brought out in contrast to the cunning, 
cruelty and complete inhumanity of the Brahmin in the conversation 
between the brahmin's wife and him. He writes: 
' Ibid, p. 300. 
* Rachnawali,yo\.\5, p. 54. 
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"Adhi rat tak rona pitna jari raha. Devtaon ka sona mush kil ho gaya;par 
lash uthane koi na aya;aur Brahman chamar ki lash kaise uthate! bhala 
aisa kahipurano main likha hai? Kahin koi dikha de. 
Panditaien nejhujhla kar kaha- in daino ne to khopdi chat dali. Sahhon ka 
gala thakta. 
Pnadit ne kaha-rone do chudellon ko, kab tak royengi. Jita tha, to koi bat 
na puchta tha. Mar gaya, to kolahal machane ke liye sab ki sab aa 
pahuchi. 
Panditain-chamar ka rona manhus hota hai. 
Pandit-han,bahut manhus. 
Panditain- abhi se durgandh uthne lagi. 
Pandit-chamar tha sasura ki nai. Khad-akhad kisi ka vichar hai in sabon 
ko. 
Panditain-insabon ko ghin bhi nai lagti. 
Pandit-bhrasht hain sab. 
Rat to kisi tarah kati, magar savere bhi koi chamar na aya. Chamarine bhi 
ropit kar chali gai.durgandh kuch kuchfailne lagi. 
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Pandit ji ne ek rassi nikali. Uskafanda bana kar musde kepair main dala, 
orfunde ko khich kar kas diya. Abhi kuch-kuch dhundhla tha. Pandit ji ne 
rassi pakad kar lash ko ghasitna shuru kiya or gaon ke bahar ghasit le 
gaye. Vahan se aa kar turant snan kiya, durgapath padha or ghar main 
gangajal chidka. 
Udhar dukhi ki lash ko khet main gidadh or gidh, kutte or kaue noch rahe 
the. Yahijivan paryant ki bhakti or nishtha kapuraskar tha. "^  
(The howls and cries lasted till the mid night. The rich people were not 
been able to sleep; but no one came to claim dead body, and how can a 
Brahman touch the dead body of lower class man! Is it sanctioned in the 
Puranasl Any one can show me. 
The wife of Brahman gets irritated and said- these witches are making my 
head blow off. They don't even get ti>red. 
Brahman said- let the scavenger weeping. When he was alive no one even 
cared and when he died they came to make scene. 
Wife- weeping of lower class denotes bad luck. 
Brahman- Yes, Bad luck. 
Wife- The body is stinking. 
Pachas kahaniyan, pp. 305-06. 
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Brahman- he was a lower class man or not, they don't even have the sense 
of good or bad. 
Wife- They doi n't even feel nauseating. 
They somehow spent their night. But no one came to claim the body in the 
morning also. Lower class women were also gone, and the dead body had 
started stinking badly. 
Brahman took the rope and tied it through the body of lower class and took 
him towards outside the village. After returning he recited the Durgapath , 
he threu/ some Gangajal all over his house. 
And there his body was ' eaten by the animals. This is his gift for life 
long devotion and work.) 
Premchand is particularly keen to bring out the conditions of the peasantry 
in India. It is painfiil for him to visualize influx of rural population towards 
cities for work in mills.'° The wretched conditions in agriculture and the 
exploitation of peasants in the countryside, however, were forcing a 
situation like that. He considered the mill-workers to be in a worse state 
than the peasants or even agricultural landless.^' In a story ^Poos Ki 
'" See Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 369. 
" Ibid. 
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Raat'^^, a poor peasant finding hard to protect his land and unable to bear 
the hardship of hard work in his fields in adverse conditions even considers 
the surrender of his little plot to the zamindar, preferring a life of a 
landless/ mill worker in desperation. Premchand makes him say 'It is better 
to die working as a mill worker rather than die trying to protect your field.' 
The loss of land by poor peasants and prospects of tenancy were real fears 
for the peasants. Premchand brings out the plight of the smaller peasantry, 
tenants and labourers who were victims of the zamindari system. In 
another story 'Sawa Ser Gehun' similarly oppression by rich merchant 
cum moneylender is depicted towards an agricultural labourer. The 
viciousness of debt bondage by a system that privileged the rich and was 
harsh against the poor is described in all its complexities. The man dies in 
bondage unable to clear off the debt of 'Sawa Ser Gehun ''^ (600-650 
grams) that kept increasing as the time passed by so that after his death his 
came under bondage to the merchant. 
In Karambhumi, Premchand brings out sharp differences in the conditions 
of life of poor peasants and the rich zamindar, by clearly speaking of the 
enormous rent and the different illegal feudal levies accounting for the 
feudal lord's profligate lifestyle. He writes 'Iss Hake ke zamindar mahantji 
the.karkoon or mukhtar unhi ke chele chpat the. Isliya lagan haraber 
'^  Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 369. 
" Rachnawali,No\. 15, p. 217 
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wasul hota jata tha. Thakur dware main koi na koi utsav hota rehta tha. 
Kahhi thakur ji kajanam hai, kabhi by ah, kabhi yagnopavit, kabhi jhula, 
kabhi jalvihar. Assamiyon ko aise moke per beggar deni padti thi; bhet 
nyochawer, pooja chadhawa,adi chadhawa adi namon se dasturi chukani 
padti thi lekin dharma ke mamle main kon muh kholta? Dharma sankat 
sabse bada sankat hai. Fir Hake ke sare kashtkar sabhi niche jati ke 
the.gaon piche do char Brahman-kshatriyon ke the bhi, to unki 
sahanubhuti assamiyon ki our na hokar mahantji ki our thi. Kisi na kisi 
rupe main ve sabhi mahantji ke sevak the. Assamiyon ko prasann rakhna 
padta tha. Bechare ek to garib, rin ke bojh se dabe hue, dusre murkh, na 
kaidajane na kanun;mahantji jitna chhe izafa Karen,jab chahen bedakhal 
Karen, kisi main bolne ka sahas nai tha. Aksar kheton ko lagan itna badh 
gaya tha ki sari upaj lagan ke baraber na pahunchti thi; kintu log bhagya 
ko rokar,bhukhe nange rehkar, kutton ki mout merkar,khet jotte jate the. 
Kya Karen? Kitnon hi ne jakar sheher main nokri karli thi. Kitne hi 
mazduri karne lage the.'^ 
(The zamindar of the area was a mahant. Karkoons and the mukhtars were 
his workers. So the lagan was extracted timely. Many festivals were 
organised in the thakur daware. At these festivals the lower class people 
have to give beggar, donation etc at this occasions. Who will say anything 
'" Karambhumi.Qp. Cit. p. 241. 
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in the matter of religion? The problem of religion is the biggest. Every one 
in the area were from lower cast and some upper class people who were 
there were at the side of Mahant. Pitiable lower class people they were 
poor, under the huge credits, they don't even know their rights. They were 
totally at the will of Mahant. This time the Lagan was assessed so high that 
the whole production was not meeting the half. They accepted their fate, 
and started working in the factories.) 
The comparison between the haves and the have-nots strikingly 
pronounces the injustices in the system perhaps to provoke the readers to 
strongly side against the system. In Karambhumi, Premchand made his 
protagonist lead a revolt against feudal oppression. The system appears as 
totally oppressive and in complete rotten state. Premchand here desires 
total change brought about by the peasants' struggle and resistance. 
Exploitation of peasants in varied forms is depicted. A number of feudal 
exactions in the form of begar and dusturi, bhent, newchaver and shagun 
on the religious functions were typical in the everyday life of peasants. A 
number of other stories also portray the blatant oppressiveness of the 
system. 
Interestingly Premchand does not see the class of zamindars as always 
exploitative. The representation of zamindars in Premchand's writing was 
twofold- there are obvious oppressive zamindars whose sole concern was 
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of rack-renting the peasantry but he also tried to show the other category of 
zamindars calHng them 'traditional zamindars \ who saw their peasants as 
their 'capital' in the same way as money- lenders took care of his treasures. 
Zamindar 's compassion with the peasantry is distinctly shown in some of 
his writings. Gyanshanker in 'Premashram' became ideal for the care 
and enthusiasm he showed in the development of his area. He never forced 
lagan on his peasants, provided irrigation facility and gave credit on very 
low interest. To augment his income instead of pushing his peasantry he 
tried other alternatives. He established 2 - 3 bazars in big villages. 'Mandir 
aur Masjid' a story with the message on communal harmony also brings 
out the considerate nature of relationship between Muslim zamindars and 
Hindu peasants. In the story the jagirdar is shown as highly considerate. 
He respected his workers and the workers in turn respected him greatly. 
The temple was attacked during communal riots in the area. The jagirdar 
came out to protect it along with his loyal servants. In the fighting 
jagirdar's son-in-law who was fighting from the other side got killed. Still 
the jagirdar offered protection to his men from police. In Karambhumi 
also, Lala Samerkant a money-lender is shown helping the widow of his 
worker by continuing to pay her even after his death. 
'^  Premchand, Premashram, Saraswati Press, Allahabad,2002. 
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Similarly, 'Peesanhari Ka Kuan'^^ is the story about the relationship 
between a low class old widow and the Choudhary of area. The woman 
trusts the choudhary greatly and the Chaudhary too respects her for 
integrity. A deep relationship is shown in the way the women in her death 
bed, asks the Chaudhary to make a well out of her savings. In Premashram 
too, the peasants/tenants/agricultural labourers are depicted as happily 
offering begar to the zamindar, Lala Prabhashanker, their benevolent 
master. In Godan the peasants were ready to do anything for their 
zamindar. Hori, the peasant protagonist in the story was unable to give 
shagun to his zamindar on Ramlila but feels sorry for that. 
However, a strong cause for peasant's distress is shown in the British 
revenue system and a repressive law and order system which was only to 
facilitate a smooth extraction from the peasantry. The administrative 
officers were depicted always corrupt. In his writings, law order and courts 
similarly was corrupt. In Godan when Hori's cow was murdered by his 
brother, police officer comes to inspect but instead of writing complaint he 
further exploits him. The corruption of officials is shown as another cause 
of misery of the lower classes. Similarly in Karambhumi, police is 
reluctant to file a case against the zamindar and demands bribe for it. 
Premchand writes directly that the British courts are totally unsuited for 
Pachas Kahamyan,p. 187. 
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the poor Indians as they do not have enough to bribe the lawyers and the 
judges.'^ The irksome process and delays in the system of justice further 
denied any justice to the poor labouring class.'^In Rangbhumi'^ the 
character Vinay believes in the rule of justice when he got arrested for 
false charges of robbing the government treasure. In prison, howeve^ he 
found numerous men arrested on false charges. In one case a man got 
arrested simply as he tried to protect a young woman from the Illakedar 's 
(officer) men who were trying to carry her off to his house. A character in 
Rangbhumi speaks: 
'Yahan ke nyayalayon se nyay ki aasha kama chidiya se dudh nikalna 
hal' 2° 
(It is impossible to believe in the rule of justice.) 
'Sajjanta Ka Dand' is another story based on the administrative 
corruption. In the story, an engineer was being repeatedly transferred to 
difficult places for being an honest officer while the entire department was 
shown as corrupt. 
'^  Karambhumi Op.cit.,pp. 52-53. 
'» Ibid. 
'^  Premchand, Rangbhumi, Saraswati Press, Allahabad,2002. 
^''Ibid, pi63. 
'^ Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 45. 
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Besides, the administration is shown as blatantly pro-zamindar in almost 
every writings. In Karambhumi the administration sides with the zamindar 
against the peasants for obvious reasons. When unable to meet the 
dGmand/lagan owing to fall in prices, the officers come in support of the 
zamindar to help him extract the rent forcefully. They seized their crop and 
animals, opened firing on protesting workers, threw them in prison and 
flogged them mercilessly. Women, children and men were brutally beaten 
up by the police officers. 
PremchandsView of change from the oppression is multidimensional. His 
early writings showed a stronger socialist response to the issue of British 
Rayzamindari nexus and showed the viability of revolution by peasants.^^ 
He makes a call for abolition oizamindari in his first novel'Premashram'. 
However, his stance towards revolutionary change gets moderated in his 
later writings. In Karambhumi, the hero successfully leads the peasants in 
revolt of the oppressive zamindar and emerges victorious but later regrets 
the bloodshed and violence. He then considers the violence of any 
revolutionary change as inhumane and totally not required. We do not 
want war between two classes. Later with pieces like 'Pashu Se 
Manushya' and 'Premashram\ he suggests lasting change possible 
" Balraj murder Gouse Khan, the zamindar's agent. 
^^  Sudhir Chandra, 'Premchand: a Historiographic View' Economic and Political weekly, Vol.15, No. 16, 
1981,pI73. 
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through change in the mentality of the propertied class. This was perhaps 
under the influence^Gandhi's trusteeship idea. The problem, according to 
Premchand, was on account of the new class of zamindars giving their 
traditional rural lifestyle and considering themselves as distinct {alag) 
from kisan. They were therefore unable to grasp their problems. 
His idea of resistance by peasants as it developed over time was also quite 
multifarious. As in Godan he makes the poor peasants make fun of the 
zamindar and moneylenders during Holi- celebrations. Under the effect of 
the intoxicants (bhang), they make good use of the public space to voice 
their resentment and grievances.^^ The resistance therefore need not always 
be in the form of physical combat or militant confrontation. 
In fact, by the time he wrote Godan he is even ready to consider 
zamindars as victim at times of British rule rather than beneficiaries in all 
situations. He makes a zamindar explain his condition in Godan as: 
Hamjow-jow or angul angul orporpor bhasm ho rahen hain. Uss hahakar 
se bachne ke liye hum police ki, hukkam ki, adalat ki, vakilon ki sharan 
'^'Premashram, op.cit, pp. 254-55. 
^^  Orsini Francesca, op.cit, p325. 
^*Godan, op.cit, p. 188. 
^^Godan, op.cit, pl3. 
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_y 
leten hain. Or rupwati stree ki bhanti sabhi ke hath ka khilamr.' 
hain. Duniya samajhti hai ham bade sukhi hain. 
(We are at the verge of destruction. To save our self we take the help of 
administrative authorities. And like a beautiful woman become the object 
to be played with. People believe that we are happy.) 
He does not see conflict situation between the peasants and zamindars in 
all situations as we have seen. He could see that the class conflict between 
the zamindars and peasants do not appear in the Indian situation owing 
also to the lack of class consciousness. He desires development of class 
consciousness in some of his writings like Karambhumi and sees a 
constructive role of middle class educated men in providing leadership. 
Interestingly, we also find the seeping in of the middle-class normative to 
the lower class practices. The middle class leader tutors the working 
people on the virtues of education, cleanliness etc; the moralizing 
discourse of the narrative in turn reflects the pretentions of middle class 
superiority. 
However, the issue of class struggle of the communist type was something 
Premchand had left behind during the course of his writing. Still, his 
sympathies for the labouring class and his powerfiil writing against 
oppression of the poor made him stand as an ardent champion of the 
28 ibid 
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labouring class. However, his critics opposing his socialist ideas 
considered even his moderate writings such as 'Pashu Se Manushya' as 
amounting to hate mongering between classes. Premchand's comparison of 
the inconsiderate propertied men as 'pashu' in the story perhaps made 
Jyoti Prasad Nirmal to call him OHrina Ke Pracharak'.^^ Notably, 
Premchand calls the same men as 'Manushya' if they got converted to the 
idea of sharing wealth with labour. There is no call for abolition of private 
property anywhere in the story deserving such strong remark. 
Besides, in his concern to highlight the socio-economic conditions of the 
peasantry, which according to him is the main producing class in India; he 
ignores the happenings on the industrial front. His stories hardly take up 
the issue of industrial working class. In fact in Rangbhumi, Premchand 
comes out clearly against industrialization as destructive to the agricultural 
fabric of rural India. The issue in question in the novel is the opening up of 
a cigarette factory on village land. Besides, the health factors in cigarette 
production that are sited, the industry itself is presented as hazardous to the 
people in multiple ways. The workers in the factory are thought as 
necessarily cut off from traditions and culture, and prone to a decadent 
unethical lifestyle. The peasant families will be exposed to the tougher life 
of factories which was according to him totally not required. He forcefully 
^' Alok rai, 'Poetic and Social Justice: Some Reflection On Premchand Dalit Controvercy', in Justice: 
Political, Social, Juridical, ed By Rajeev Bhargava SAGE Publication New Delhi 2008,pl60. 
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negates the idea against the sociaHst thought that industriahzation is next 
stage in the development of human history. The issue of generating income 
and employment through industry is also downplayed in view of the 
multiple problems that villages will face. He for that matter appears to be 
wishing only reform in the rural setup in egalitarian way rather than 
change in industrial direction which is depicted as ultimate evil. In 'Mukti 
Marg'^^, he shows the wretched poverty conditions of industrial workers. 
According to him, people will work in factories in utter desperation and 
when all means of livelihood are exhausted. They will therefore be, 
according to him, the poorest of poor. 
Premchand opposition to industrialization is also on account of the close 
connection he sees between capitalism and imperialism in India. In 
Rangbhumi, the colonial state comes out in total support of the capitalist. 
The capitalist in Rangbhumi boasts of his close links with the government 
and threatens the zamindar and the peasant of harsh consequences if his 
demand for land to open up factory was not met. The colonial state came 
directly in support of zamindars against the peasantry when the issue of 
revenue collection was threatened. At last the land was confiscated by the 
municipal board, on account of the use of the waste land in social welfare. 
The state up till then had naturally favoured the propertied, but Premchand 
^^  Pachas kahaniyan,p. 240. 
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heightens the exploitation and problem for Indian working population on 
account of the extractive policies of the colonial state. In the story, 
Surdas, the poor person was only given one thousand mpeelin the 
compensation of land that was confiscated for factory. 
The condition of working class was shown as pitiable as they were bound 
to do long hours of work. Godan brings out the case of an industrial 
worker Gobar, who leaves the work at his village to work in the city. The 
work in the factory was hectic and the working condition was bad, the 
wages being low and the superintendent of work being harsh. Their 
condition could not improve as the capitalist wanted to further reduce the 
wages low. The availability of cheap labour for work in factories worsened 
the prospects of raise in the workers' wages. The climax is shown in 
violent clash between striking workers and the fresh factory recruits 
workers. The workers fight amongst themselves and put the mill on fire. 
Premchand in the story presents no solution to the problem of factory 
workers and ultimately they join back to work at very low wages. 
'^ Godan, op.cit, p. 239 
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CHAPTER - 4 
Gender and Class Intersectionality 
Premchand's writings established him as champion of women and the 
lower-classes, his writings pertinently raising the issues of oppression. It 
would be nevertheless interesting to look at gender and class intersection 
in his writings as to what seemed more urgent and significant to him, 
given his sympathies for both. The aspects of gender and class that 
affected him most and the issues he took in writings would be crucial in 
the study but for better understanding of the progressive writing of those 
times and Premchand in particular, the writers specific approach to these 
at intersections becomes significant. 
One of the beauties of Premchand's writings lies in his multi-layered 
portrayal of human relationships.' As we have seen already, he sees more 
than exploitative relationships between classes. In the depiction of class 
relationships, the issues between men appear simpler in form with 
Premchand mainly looking at the socio-economic dimensions of feudal 
life intertwined with issues of exploitation as well as patronage, whatever 
approach he had at that juncture; his sympathies clearly lying with the 
^ Geetanjali Panday, 'Premchand and Peasantry: Constant Radicalism', Economic and Political Weekly, 
no.l8,no.26June.25, 1983,, vol. 18, p.ll49. 
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lower classes.^ In the patronage stories, he brings more of the benevolent 
aspect of patronage flowing from the propertied men rather than the 
problematically unequal and demeaning human life situations of the 
lower classes. However, the issues got complicated with the interjections 
of gender in the narrative of class oppression. Still a number of his stories 
took up mainly the issue of class and economic exploitation in depicting 
the relation between upper class men and lower class women. In a 
number of stories around lower class women characters perhaps it was 
mainly to highlight greater impoverishment and helplessness, a state 
associated with women. In this, the writer attempted realistic portrayal 
but one could still notice his subtle but definite acceptance of the 
traditional patriarchal set up in the narrative especially while speaking of 
women's drudgery flowing from home; something which could not be 
simply altered. 
In some of these stories, patronage from rich men to poor women was 
brought out as normal side of human relationship. The relation was 
presented as protective. In the story 'Muth '\ the master of the house 
employs muth (magic) to punish the thief who had stolen his money but 
when he came to know that his domestic servant had stolen the money, he 
went back to the magician, gave him double money to take back the 
^See chapter-4 of this thesis. 
^ Pachas Kahaniyan, p.24. 
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magic from her. In Moos, a middle class man on his wife's insistence 
decided to help the lower class victim of police oppression. In 
'Karambhumi' the father of the hero, Samarkant, helps a lower class 
woman by continuing the salary of her husband after his death. We also 
see Amarkant helping the same woman by taking her granddaughter's 
crafts to the market and thus giving her economic assistance. The softer 
relationship between the rich and the poor is similarly brought out in 
'Pisanhari Ka Kua '^ , as we have seen where the dying lower class widow 
gave all her savings to the thakur for the construction of a well. 
The love between upper class men and lower class women is also shown 
in some of the stories like 'GhaswaW, 'Karambhumi and 'Devi '. In 
the story Ghaswali, Premchand shows a rich man in love with a lover 
class woman. In love he decided to help her husband financially as he did 
not want her to expose herself to the abuses and harassment by men in 
public. Devi is also a love story of a rich man and poor woman. A 
zamindar fell in love with the lower class women whose husband never 
returned to her. In love, he transforms into a better person, yields to her 
advice and returns the property he had usurped from his sister-in-law. In 
"ibid,?. 187. 
' Rachnawali,Vol.I4, p. 304. 
Karambhumi, op.cit, p.36. 
^ GuptDhan, Vol.2, p. 226. 
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the novel Karambhumi, the upper class men, Amarkant and Salim both 
fell in love with the lower class Sakina. 
Of the stories highlighting the exploitation of lower class women, the 
o 
issue of class dominate in a number of the stories. In Godan lower class 
Dhaniya was exploited at work place by Datadeen, the landlord. He 
always stood behind her not to allow her rest. Similarly, in the story 
'Jurmana,^^ a women worker got regularly fined for resting even though 
she rested only after completing her work. The supervisor, however, 
realized his mistake in punishing her as he saw her keen commitment for 
work; Premchand thereby showing the nice humane side of the exploiter. 
The gender aspect is brought out in 'Doodh Ka Dam''^, to 
emphasize physical proximity between the classes in spite of the upper 
classes condemnation of the lower ones. The lower class women 
employed for nursing landlord's son retorts at the masters comment 
against her class. She has the courage to answer back when he calls 
people of her class as filthy and dirty. She says that it is on account of us 
that you are clean. The plot highlights the double standard of the upper 
class men who keep lower caste-classes in close physical proximity for 
' Godan,op.cit. 
' Rachnawali,Vol.I5, p. 464. 
" Rachnawali, Vol. 15, p. 283. 
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providing services but would continue to be arrogant and abusive towards 
them. 
Gender intervened in obvious terms mainly over issues of sexual 
exploitation of working women. Besides, sexual abuse is shown only of 
lower class women. Rape of elite women perhaps was hardly conceived. 
It was mainly taken as a feature of poor women's exploitation at work 
place by rich men. In the story Ghaswali, a thakur keeps harassing the 
lower class woman, but she rejects his advancement by saying: 
'Agar mera aadami tumhari aurat se issi tarha baten karta, to tumhen 
kaisa lagta.' 
(If my husband has done the same thing to your wife, then what will you 
feel.) 
The statement intends a greater assault by presenting to the thakur the 
prospect of their women's sexual abuse by lower class men, a situation 
quite threatening for the elite respectability. 
In Godan , Premchand highlights the double standards of upper class 
morality. The men would make use of lower class women, keep them as 
concubines but insist on strict sexual code for the lower classes. Pandit 
" Mansarover,vol.l, 307-17. 
'^  Godan, op.cit. p. 156. 
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Matadeen openly keeps a mistress (of lower class). He also flirts with 
Jhuniya, the other good looking lower class woman. But a lower class 
family was fined because they accepted Jhuniya, a widow and pregnant 
by their son, as a family member. Premchand's sympathies for lower 
class women are always clear and distinct. 
Premchand was very first who depicts the revenge of the lower classes 
against rape by English men. Rape of lower class women also becomes 
useful in depicting nationalist resistance against the oppressive foreign 
rule. In this, the issues of class get moderated in nationalist solidarity. In 
Karambhumi , we find upper class men taking up the issue of rape of 
lower class women by English men and helping her in her struggle. 
Interestingly the rape of upper class women do not crop up anywhere in 
the nationalist narrative of colonial oppression. If there is an instance of 
rape of a high class lady, as in the story 'Pratishodh', the woman was 
shown a widow (widowhood seen as a vulnerable situation for women). 
Still the instance is of attempt to rape promptly rescued by another man. 
'"^  Premchand's treatment of the class and gender in such cases are quite 
neat, with obvious sympathies for the lower classes and more for the 
lower class women; the upper classes in some of his stories showing 
"Premchand,&a/K^/!M7M/, Saraswati Press, Allahabad, 1991,pp.50-70. 
'" Gupt Dhan, Vol.2, p. 45. 
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compassionate protective attitude towards poor women. The issues of 
class and gender rarely overlap to complicate the narrative. 
On the other hand^ one would expect the relationship between elite 
women and lower class men and women to bring out intersection of the 
class and gender more visibly. Strikingly, Premchand brings a number of 
stories showing the lower class men's respect and gratitude towards the 
upper class women and the latter giving kind patronage to them. The 
relationship of exploitation of lower classes by elite propertied women 
does not form his main narrative in any of his stories. However, some of 
the stories bring out the relationship by depicting the functioning of the 
zamindar'sl landlord's household where the lady appears in commanding 
position and equally authoritative in ordering hard work from the 
labourer. Some stories bring out the mistress' aggression and moods 
while dealing with the servants. For instance, in stories like Pratishodh, 
and 'Koi Dukh Na ho To Bakri Kharidlo', women are particularly shown 
as abusive and bad tempered with their servants,'^ The lady in 'Koi Dukh 
na ho to Bakri Kharidlo ''^, advices her husband to be harsh with them as 
they only listen to abusive language. 
•'Ibid. 
'^  Gupt Dhan, Vo!.2, p.230. 
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In a story, "Izzat Ka Khun '^^ Premchand however brings the intersection 
of class and gender rather sharply. A propertied woman is shown as 
having control over her property and the workers only through her 
husband, so much so that when she runs out of favour of her licentious 
husband, she becomes utterly powerless. The man had her beaten by 
his/her servants. In this, Premchand show the workers as totally loyal to 
the master with no relationship with the woman even though the property 
was in her name. At no point he shows the workers' sympathies for the 
woman, the ill-treated mistress. Here, Premchand though sympathetic 
towards woman does not blame the workers for the episode and make the 
woman speak the same. Both women and workers are shown as 
dependent and helpless categories. In the story of oppression against 
woman, the workers have no option but to turn hostile towards the former 
in the state of dependence. 
Besides, in some of the stories where women provide patronage to the 
lower class men, the patronage appears mainly so that the worker gives 
his best at work. In 'Premashram '^^ Gayatri, a women zamindar, was 
shown benevolent towards her labouring people. She even punishes her 
servants who exploit her labourers in fields. In return her farms are 
'^  Gupt Dhan,VoI.2, p. 17. 
'^  Premasharam,op.cit,pp. 131-136. 
"Ibid. 
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prosperous and yielding ones. Interestingly her patronage was even hard 
for the labourers to understand and they imagined ulterior motives behind 
20 
the benevolence. 
Otherwise, women and the lower classes are shown generally in 
solidarity. In the story 'Kazaki,^^' Premchand depicted a servant being 
dismissed from duty for coming late. The wife of the officer was kind to 
him because of the affectionate relationship he had with their son. She 
intervenes on his behalf and was taken back in service. In another story, 
TrishuP', a low grade worker helped the young lady of the house in her 
love adventure and took her to her lover. 
Interestingly, stories by Premchand also depict love relationship between 
the upper class women and the lower class men. 'Swamini' is the story 
of the widow who manages her agricultural land with the help of her 
servant and finally gets attracted towards him. Premchand shows 
relationship of deep love between them. The story shows the women's 
right to love and be loved. 'Naya vivah'^'^, another story about the 
marriage between aged man and young women brings out the woman's 
attraction towards her :']; domestic worker. The story does not depict any 
^"ibid. 
'^ Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 168. 
^^ Gupt Dhan,Vol.2, p. 107. 
^^  Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 523. 
^* Rachnawali, Vol.15, p. 30. 
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sense of guilt in the relationship instead the relationship is beautifully 
portrayed. 
Similarly^ there are stories that bring out good relations between elite 
women and lower class women. Premchand speak of the conflict situation 
in the household, between the mistress and the domestic worker. As in 
'Khuchad'^^, the mistress turns harsh to the maid when she breaks a ghee-
vessel. But Premchand, ultimately strikes a chord between them of shared 
oppression in womanhood. The lady forgives her but her husband appears 
more brutal and wanted to punish for the fault. 
Premchand's particular difference in approach is towards the treatment of 
women's body and sexuality as he takes the different class categories. In 
his writings, we find Premchand more vivid in describing the beauty of 
lower class women's body. He writes in the story 'GhaswaW: 
'Muliya is usar main gulab ka phul thi. Gahuan rang tha, hiran 
kisi aankhen neeche chichi hua chibuk, kapolon par halki lalima, 
badi badi nukili palken, ankho main ek wichitra adrata jismain ek 
spasht wedna, ek muke vyatha chalakti thi '^^ 
(Muliya was like rose. Gray coloured, with dear's eyes, rosy cheeks, 
heavy eye lashes, looking sad through her eyes.) 
" Pachas Kahaniyan, p. 335. 
*^ Rachnawali, Vol.14, P.304. 
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Similarly, in Godan, Premchand depicts Jhuniya's beauty. The 
description of beautiful face or body mark the lower class woman's 
presence or availability in the public sphere, for public/male gaze or 
appreciation. Such expression of beauty and body is typically 
missing in description of the upper class women of decent 
respectable families. Premchand would describe the ladies 
differently. He would bring out the elements of the woman's 
personality, mention that she is beautiful or at best the colour of the 
dress etc. but would never describe her physical beauty. Notably in 
'Kussum' , he describes the heroine Kussum as: 
'Aisi lajjashil, sughard, salikedar, or vinodini balika maine 
dusari nahi dekhi' 
(I have never seen such a shy; natured and well cultured girl.) 
As we have noticed the love of upper class men for lower class 
women in his writings, Premchand in some pieces also makes 
comparison between the class categories of women and then 
privileges the lower class women for their simplicity and devotion in 
love. In Karambhumi, the hero Amarkant gets attracted to a lower 
class women, who is portrayed not as a very beautifial person but as 
^^  Kusum, Rachnawali,VoI.]5,p. 57. 
*^ Kusum, Rachnawali, VoIlS, op cit p57. 
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attractive on account of her feminine simplicity and shyness. While 
the richer woman, his wife, is shown as arrogant in her beauty with 
little concern for her husband. Her physical beauty is unable to hold 
him and he gets attracted to a rather simple girl. The middle class 
woman in comparison to the lower class women is presented as 
inferior in matters of love and modesty. Premchand's clear 
preferences come out here on certain specific class and gender issues 
in this way. 
In the story 'Selani Bander' a lower class women is shown as 
loving her monkey to the extent that when he went missing she 
became insane 1 osing the sense of shame altogether covering only 
the lower part of her body but when she found her monkey back she 
became conscious of her nudity, not able to stand even with the 
feeling of shame. These were obviously stories that for Premchand or 
perhaps other writings of the times could emerge only in the lower 
class background. 
In the treatment of sexuality, he considers or even prefers stoic sexual life 
for middle class women. When he discusses middle class women in love, 
he harps more on the spiritual content of love, the yearning and its 
metaphysical quality rather than on its physicality; while Premchand has 
^'Gupt Dhan, Vol.2, p. 131. 
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no hesitation in describing the physical aspect of lower class women's 
romance. In the story 'Balak,' Premchand depict the women marrying 
Q A 
three times, remarriages as if common phenomenon in lower classes. A 
man could also flirt with lower class women on account of her frank 
sensuality. 
However, Premchand's depiction of man-woman relationship within the 
lower classes was expectedly not marked with much conflict with clear 
sympathies for lower class women. He could see the oppression of the 
women of lower classes by the play of class and gender, and thereby their 
double oppression. He starkly portrays the suffering of the labouring 
women in his story 'Kafan'. The women suffers in pain all the while and 
ultimately dies in delivery, unattended by her husband and father-in-law 
who were indifferent to her shrieks and cries and were busy roasting and 
eating potatoes earned by her hard labour.^' Here in the story, the 'labour' 
of all sorts by women, productive as well as reproductive, is appropriated 
and enjoyed by men with total indifference to the pain and sufferings 
involved. 
At the same time, however, we find Premchand's own middle class 
notions colouring the life narrative of the lower classes. The working 
^"Rachnawali, Voi.l5,p. 181. 
^'Ibid.p.401. 
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husband appears as the main bread-winner and the wife as supplementary 
earner. He presents the working class families' relationship with the same 
sort of tensions as found in middle class households. The labouring class 
husband-wife relationship thereby appears as asymmetrical as that of the 
higher classes. The working class home, according to Premchand, is 
found as oppressive as any middle class home, providing no solace and 
support to the hard working wife, which otherwise in real life might not 
be the real case with labouring family also much different to the middle 
class family that perpetuates directly through property relations and 
control over women's sexuality. 
Similarly the middle class high ideals of chastity were also expected from 
all women. In the story 'Satf (1932), as we have seen,^ ^ Kallu, the 
husband does not allow her wife to go out for work as she was very 
beautiful and he could not trust her. But she consumes herself totally in 
his memory and refuses to remarry after his death - an ideal which 
Premchand perhaps appreciates much in women. Similarly 'DevV speaks 
of a working woman's complete loyalty to her husband. He also in the 
same way extended the notions of motherhood to working families and a 
working mother's primary duty remains the child care and her work 
secondary to her motherly duties. 
^^  See chapter 1. 
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Premchand particularly brings out the working women's plight arising 
out of beating and alcoholism of their husbands. Interestingl}^ these were 
somewhat also the problems of the high caste wives but the incidence was 
higher in case of low class women. Besides, the other difference between 
the middle class women and the labouring ones was also in the scope of 
resistance, which Premchand offered to the latter. 
Premchand greatly supports the women's resistance to the situation. As in 
the story 'Souf, we have found, Ramu, the husband taking all the 
earnings of his wife, Raziya, and marrying again. When she resisted he 
beat her brutally, still the wife kept abusing him all the time. Here he 
holds that a woman by working for her living, can live better on her own. 
Similarly in another story, 'Agni Samadhi' when women was brutally 
beaten by her husband, She kept abusing him all the time, the more he 
beat the more she abused him. The resistance was more violent as she 
torched the field he was tending in revenge. But Premchand in spite of the 
great sympathies for the working woman and for her resistance, he 
ultimately brings her back in reconciliation with the system that oppresses 
her (especially back home). He towards the end of the stories makes these 
characters resentfiil of resistance towards their husbands, perhaps in line 
with his wifehood ideal in forgiveness and sacrifice. 
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At the same time his stories also bring stories of survival of the lower 
class families; affection, sharing and sacrifice in face of problems of the 
hostile world.^ ^ In stories like, 'Godan'' and 'Mritak Bhoj", the working 
family appear united in their struggle and predicaments. Premchand only 
through such stories bring out a different nature of the labouring family 
where the family provides cushion against oppression. 
^^  See Premchand's Godan.op.cit. 
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